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2nd April 2015

APPROVED JUDGMENT

	MR. JUSTICE BODEY:  
[Judge’s note:  This is an unusually long judgment.  I consider its length and detail to be justified, because this is a rehearing by order of the Court of Appeal in respect of care and placement orders originally made in 2012 and it is necessary to explain today’s decision very fully not only to the parents and grandparents, but also in the fullness of time to the two children concerned.]

A.  Introductory 
	These are care proceedings in relation to two children, a young woman C, who was born on [date stated] and is now aged fourteen years and D, a girl, who was born on [a date stated] and is now aged six years.  C is currently under a full care order to Local Authority B and is cared for in a small residential unit.  D is in the interim care of Local Authority A and is cared for in a foster placement where she has lived since December 2012.  The parents of the two children are [name stated] whom for convenience I will call ‘the mother,’ and [name stated] whom for convenience I will call ‘the father.’  The other two parties in the case are the girls’ maternal grandparents whom for convenience I will call ‘the grandmother’ and ‘the grandfather’.  Both children are represented by their Children’s Guardian, [named] who has been C’s Guardian since October 2014 and D’s Guardian since February 2012.  

		As regards C, the issues are as follows:

(1) 	The mother and the father apply for the discharge of a 2007 care order so that C may return to their care and be brought up by them.
(2) 	If unsuccessful in that application, they seek contact with C, contact being presently suspended by an interim order dated 7th October 2014 under section 34(4) of the Children Act 1989.
(3) 	The grandparents support the parents’ applications and if C remains in care they seek contact to her.
Each of those applications is opposed by Local Authority B, who say that C should remain in their care.  They say that contact to the parents should remain suspended, although they are intending to work with the grandparents to see if it may be possible for contact between the grandparents and C to be reinstated. 

		As regards D the issue is as follows.  Local Authority A seek a Care Order on a Care Plan for permanency by way of adoption.  They also seek a placement order.  Both such orders are strongly opposed by the parents and grandparents.  They wish for D to be returned to the parents’ care.  If that is not possible, then the grandparents would wish to care for D themselves.  Indeed they wish to look after C as well if the parents are found unable to do so.


		Local Authority A has been represented by Miss Thomas; Local Authority B by Miss Stanistreet; the mother by Mr. Hurst; the father by Mr. Godfrey; and the Children’s Guardian by Mr. Comaish.  The grandparents have both participated as litigants in person.  I am grateful to all counsel for the calm and properly cooperative way in which they have conducted a case underlying which there are understandably very high emotions.  


		I have read a very substantial quantity of documentation and heard oral evidence from the following witnesses:

(1)  	Dr. Eke, Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist regarding C;
(2) 	Dr. Khan, Locum Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist regarding C;
(3) 	Carol Hunter, early years teacher at the E Nursery attended by D from about September 2011 until December 2012;
(4) 	Lisa Gains, manager at the nursery just mentioned;
(5) 	Professor Ann Mortimer, Consultant Psychiatrist;
(6) 	Abena Djabang, Local Authority B’s social worker for C since December 2012;
(7) 	Catherine Richardson, manager of the F Children’s Unit where C was placed between April 2014 and November 2014;
(8) 	Kerry Chafer, Local Authority A’s former social worker regarding D;
(9) 	Jessica Southwell, social worker for Local Authority A who assessed the grandparents;
(10) 	Stacey Walker, team leader for Local Authority A and allocated social worker for D from March 2013 to October 2014;
(11) 	Ruth Monks, health visitor for D in 2011/2012;
(12) 	Stephen Smurthwaite, childcare officer at the F Children’s Unit;
(13) 	Tracey Misco, childcare officer at F Children’s Unit;
(14) 	Lisa Lydon, contact supervisor for Local Authority B in respect of the parents’ contact to C on a particular occasion in June 2014;
(15) 	Cliff Rowe, contact supervisor with Local Authority B regarding the parents’ contact with C on three occasions in 2014;
(16) 	Rachel Payne, D’s social worker since October 2014 and currently;
(17) 	The father;
(18) 	The mother;
(19) 	The grandfather;
(20) 	The grandmother;
(21) 	The Children’s Guardian.

		It goes without saying that the children’s respective welfare is the court’s paramount consideration and that the rights to respect for family life of all the family members involved, parents, grandparents and each child respectively, must be respected.  Any interference with those rights or any of them must be for reasons recognised as valid under the Convention jurisprudence and in particular must be the least restrictive as possible and be proportionate.


		Before leaving the introduction I wish to add that this is a particularly sad case in an area of family law where sad cases abound.  It is sad because it combines (a) assertions of serious mental ill-health (in respect of the father) with (b) assertions that his allegedly distorted ideas have been absorbed and replicated by the mother and the grandparents; together with (c) the fact that the love and affection of the parents and grandparents for both children is undoubted and (d) that when in the care of the family, the children were happy and well looked after.  These dynamics are compounded by the fact (e) that C’s period of time in care since 2008 has not in the event been one of stability or consistency and (f) by the fact that, for whatever complex reasons, she is now a very troubled teenager indeed.  It is also the fact (g) that this hearing is itself a rehearing of the care and placement proceedings in respect of D.  Care and placement orders in respect of her were made as long ago as December 2012.  There was then a long delayed appeal to the Court of Appeal, which eventually allowed the father’s appeal in October 2014 remitting the case for this rehearing.  D’s life has therefore been on hold for a very long time.  She is living in a foster placement which does not offer her a permanent home.  It has been uncertain whether she may be returned to her parents, or to her mother and grandparents, or to her grandparents, or go for long-term fostering, or go for adoption.  


		I have therefore devoted particular care and attention to the case, having spent very many days on it out of court as well as the time spent in court.  I have read, reread and in some cases read again all the documents in the court bundles.  I hope I have been indulgent to all family members in giving them time to say everything they could reasonably wish to say.  I want them to know I have listened to them with the greatest sympathy.  I am of the clear view that Mr. Hurst and Mr. Godfrey have said everything that could be said on behalf of their respective clients to achieve the outcomes for which they profoundly wish; and the same goes for the grandparents, who have represented themselves.


		The information in this case is voluminous, going back not only to the birth of C in 2000, but further back into the lives of the mother, the father and even the grandparents.  Much ground has been covered during this hearing, although Counsel have been successful in containing it within reasonable proportions.  There is no way I can cover all the issues which have emerged on paper and in the oral evidence and submissions.  That does not mean that I have overlooked them or failed to take them into account.  I shall deal with and rule only on those issues which seem to me to be reasonably necessary in coming to the conclusions which I have reached.  Obviously I look at each child separately, but it is equally obvious that considerations relating to C and her life may inform the decision about D and vica versa.


		I reiterate not only that the family deeply love both children, but also that their practical care for them was good.  There is no reason to doubt that the children returned the family’s love for them.  When they were living with the mother and father (and subsequently in D’s case with the mother and grandparents) they were well cared for, clean and tidy.  The home circumstances were good.  Immunisations were up-to-date.  Health visitor appointments were kept and D never missed her nursery even when it involved a long journey following the mother and D’s move to the grandparents in March 2012.  There were toys around the place.  The grandmother told me, and I accept, that there were lots of outings to the seaside, to nature parks and so on.  D was to the grandfather’s mind ‘good as gold.’  These are all true positives about life within the family.


		Last in this introductory segment I warn that I shall have to say some painful things, as it is my duty to do so.  Although the family cannot or will not or may not recognise so, it is in their interests and in the interests of the children that these things are said, however much I would prefer not to have to do so.  Why is it in the interests of the adult family members that this Judgment should be blunt?  The answer is because the family would still have something of benefit to offer both children whatever were the outcome.  It matters to all children to know that their family members are alright and are thinking of them, even where circumstances do not enable the family to be together.  Why is it in the children’s interests in cases like this that the Judgment should be blunt?  This is because it is right that when they are older they should be able to read and know why, if this is to be the outcome, they were not able to be brought up by a loving family.  It is right that they should have direct access to the court’s reasons as distinct from receiving the perhaps quite different views and perceptions of the family.


B.  Short summary of background  
	In 1984 the mother and father began their relationship, which has endured to this day.  The mother was then about nineteen and the father about forty.  On [date] C was born.  She is now therefore fourteen years old.  From later that year there was child protection involvement by a number of local authorities according to where the family was living, notably [three towns stated] and in the area of Local Authority B.  There are before me three chronologies starting in 2000, some aspects of which have been investigated, but I fully accept most aspects have not, for good reasons of time and proportionality.  Between mid-November 2006 and early December 2007 the father was ‘sectioned’ under the Mental Health Act.  At the end of that period he was discharged by a Mental Health Tribunal.  The consultant psychiatrist reporting to that hearing gave her opinion that the father had had a paranoid psychotic illness, but the tribunal ruled that it was not such as to warrant his compulsory hospitalisation.  The father has consistently denied that there was any justification for this ‘sectioning.’  He says it was a ‘set-up’ and describes himself as having been ‘abducted.’

		Amongst a large number of professional concerns at about that time there is a recording on 19th February 2007 that the parents ‘simply cannot see how they could be at fault,’ and on 7th March 2007 that all the father’s ‘... suspicions were back with virtually no insight.’  On 2nd April 2007 he and the mother did not agree with the concerns of the Local Authority about their parenting and described them as ‘fabricated.’  The view of the then social worker was that it was impossible to move forward as the parents did not accept any need for support.  At a core group meeting on 18th June 2007 the father is recorded as having refused to sign a consent to proceed with SEN and educational psychological assessments of C.


		On 23rd November 2007 in care proceedings brought by Local Authority B in the [town stated] County Court Her Honour Judge P QC made a full care order in respect of C on a care plan of her living with the parents at home.  That is the order which the parents now apply to discharge.  The parents were represented, but they did not attend court.  The father told me in evidence that they had instead taken C to see Father Christmas and to give her a Christmas dinner, because they expected that she would be removed from them after the hearing.  He said that if they had known the plan for C was to remain at home with them, then they would have attended the hearing.  This strikes me as very odd reasoning, but be that as it may.  The Judge decided to proceed in their absence since they had had ‘considerable notice of today’s final hearing’ and had not provided their lawyers with any reason for their absence.  Unfortunately, no transcript has been found of her Judgment.  It is clear though that she found the threshold for intervention satisfied on the basis of a Threshold Statement (cross-referenced to the pages of supporting evidence in the then court bundles), which she herself signed [192(a) and (b) of the orders’ bundle].  It was to the effect that C had suffered significant harm whilst in the parents’ care ‘... in respect of the impairment of her emotional, social, behavioural and educational development.’  In addition the judge was satisfied that C would be likely to suffer further significant harm if a care order were not made.  Her, C’s, educational development was stated in the threshold document and thus established by Judge P’s finding as being ‘significantly delayed’ following poor school attendance.  C’s ‘behavioural, social and emotional development’ was found to have been ‘adversely affected.’  It was further found, as per the threshold document, that the parents had been ‘unwilling to acknowledge the concerns in relation to C, or to cooperate with the relevant agencies,’ and that this had impacted on C’s welfare.


		A subsequent Judgment of Her Honour Judge P QC dated 7th April 2009 (to which I will shortly come) makes findings as to what happened immediately after that care order was made.  She records that the parents refused to sign a written agreement drawn up by the Local Authority to ensure their cooperation and she notes a visit by the social worker and an Educational Welfare Officer on 13th December 2007 (three weeks after the hearing in November) when access to the family home was refused.  Her finding was that ‘... it is plain that the parents had no regard at all for the intervention by the Local Authority, which was then sanctioned by the court.’  In the early part of 2008 Local Authority concerns increased when the parents were invited to a number of meetings but failed to attend.  On one occasion in April 2008 it is stated in the Chronology – and I accept that this was not investigated in the evidence – that two social workers attempted a home visit, but were turned away by the father.  In any event the judgment to which I have just made reference made a finding that following the order of 23rd November 2007 ‘... there was a history, regrettably, of non-cooperation ...’.  Consequently, on 22nd May 2008 Local Authority B sought and obtained a recovery order which required C, then aged seven, to be removed from the parents’ care and placed into the care of Local Authority B under the care order dated 23rd November 2007.  She has not lived with her parents since.


		On 7th April 2009 Her Honour Judge P QC heard and dismissed an application by the parents that the care order relating to C be discharged.  Her Judgment is the one I have cited from above.  It is at page 193(a) of the orders’ bundle before me and needs to be read in full for the court’s detailed reasoning.  


		On [date stated] 2009 D was born.  A couple of days later under police powers of protection she went to be cared for by foster carers.  This was because the father was saying he would not allow social workers in to see her.  On [date stated], clearly following discussions, Local Authority B obtained an interim supervision order and D, a few days old, was returned to the mother and the father with an agreement of expectations [page 75].  On 25th February 2011 at the final hearing of Local Authority B’s supervision order application relating to D, a supervision order for twelve months was made with a contract of expectations [114].  


		In June 2011 the family moved from the area of Local Authority B to the area of Local Authority A.  On 28th February 2012 the supervision order was extended for a further twelve months with another contract of expectations [196 in the orders’ bundle].  That contract was, among other things, for the parents (a) to engage in the process and attend all meetings held (two meetings to discuss the parents’ contact to C, having been failed by the parents in November 2011); (b) to allow D to be further assessed by an independent paediatrician and a geneticist; (c) to allow the health visitor to observe D at her nursery; and (d) to attend appointments with an agreed independent psychiatrist and possibly psychologist if so ordered by the court. 


		Although everything looked set fair for parental cooperation, this was not to be and Local Authority A returned the case to court on 20th March 2012.  On that day the supervision order was continued for a further period on the basis of an agreement reached at court that the mother would move with D from the family home and go to live at the maternal grandparents’ home.  A residence order was made in her favour.  That was the last time that D has lived with the father.  Since then both parents have asserted that this arrangement reached at court was forced on them.  The father told social worker Kerry Chafer that his lawyer had purposely made him late with the result that the decision had already been made before his arrival.


		On 15th June 2012 Local Authority A (by now the designated local authority regarding D) obtained an interim care order.  This was on the basis that the mother and D would continue to live at the home of the grandparents whilst further evidence was prepared in respect of Local Authority A’s application for a final care order relating to D.  The mother did not oppose this interim application.  The purpose of it was to enable the Local Authority to put in hand SEN funding for D so that she could have ‘one to one’ attention at her nursery, which the parents were refusing to agree.  By sharing parental responsibility under an interim care order, the Local Authority could and did organise this.


		On 29th June 2012 court appointed psychologist Dr. McGeown, who had met and examined the parents, recommended a full, up-to-date psychiatric assessment of them both.  Neither parent has however been willing to undergo such an assessment.


		On 21st August 2012 the mother rang 999 following some disagreement with the grandmother.  The police were not best pleased.  It led to an application by Local Authority A for an interim order that the grandparents should care for D on their own.  However, on 14th September 2012 Mrs. Recorder Q refused that application.


		On 13th December 2012 His Honour Judge R, sitting in [town stated], heard Local Authority A’s application for a final care order and a placement order relating to D.  He found the threshold for state interference to be met, made various findings of fact and made a care and placement order.  D was removed from school that day and placed with foster carers, causing the family understandable distress which still pertains.  She still remains with the same foster carers.  The father immediately applied to the Court of Appeal for permission to appeal, but there was a very considerable delay.  The application first came before Black LJ on 7th November 2013, but she had, I think, been deluged with information by the father (as I get the impression) in a convoluted and difficult to follow form.  She was anyway without a transcript of the Judgment of Judge R.  


		In the result the matter had to be put off and was further listed before Black LJ on 24th February 2014.  It was then directed that it be heard by a three-judge court with a time estimate of one day and it came on for hearing on 9th July 2014.  On that occasion the father for some unexplained reason did not attend, nor was represented.  However, he was granted permission to appeal on the single ground that the Judgment of Judge R was arguably deficient as to reasons.  Permission was refused on all his other grounds.


		Meanwhile, a little earlier than this, on 31st March 2014, contact between the parents and C was reinstated after a very long break.  It ran until 4th September 2014 when, for reasons I will come to, it was stopped again.  On 7th October 2014 Her Honour Judge S at [town stated] made an order, amongst other things, permitting the Local Authority to suspend contact between C and her parents until further order.


		On 9th October 2014 the Court of Appeal allowed the father’s appeal against the order of Judge R regarding D dated 13th December 2012 on the basis of a deficiency of reasons for the decision.  The care and placement orders relating to her were thus set aside.  An interim care order was made in respect of D until the conclusion of the proceedings, which were remitted for hearing by a High Court Judge, myself as it has turned out.  It was recorded by the Court of Appeal that the father, who appeared in person, was not willing to comply with any psychiatric or psychological evaluation and that the mother was not willing to engage in any updated psychological evaluation.  It can be seen between paragraphs 37 and 39 of the Judgment of McFarlane LJ on 9th October 2014 that he tried very hard to persuade them to change their minds.


		On 15th October 2014 the remitted care proceedings regarding D came before Moylan J.  As the father then again declined the opportunity to be involved in an assessment by a psychiatrist, the court directed (in the face of his opposition) that the parties have leave jointly to instruct an expert psychiatrist to conduct a paper overview of his mental health history.  That had been suggested as a possibility by McFarlane LJ in the Court of Appeal.  The father was refused permission to appeal that direction.  I am told he has since applied to the Court of Appeal for permission to appeal it.


		On 27th January 2015 the case came before me, being my first sight of it.  Various case management directions were made to ensure that this hearing would be effective.  I again impressed on the father the desirability of his changing his mind and being prepared to engage in a psychiatric assessment.  He has not however agreed to do so.   


		When the case came on before me at this hearing on 17th March 2015 Mr. Godfrey made two applications on the father’s instructions.  First, he applied that the paper report of Professor Mortimer, consultant psychiatrist, should be removed from the bundle and that she should not give evidence.  It was submitted that she was either biased or corrupt and was party to an unfair conspiracy against the father; further, that the father had a pending appeal against the order giving leave for her to be instructed.  Second, Mr. Godfrey applied for an adjournment of this hearing in order that C could have separate representation, i.e. separate from the Children’s Guardian.  I rejected both those applications, giving a short, extempore Judgment on 18th March 2015, which needs to be read alongside this one.  In short, I could see no objection to Professor Mortimer’s report, which Moylan J had regarded as ‘necessary’ for the resolution of the issues before me.  I took the view that it was the responsibility of anyone wishing to go to the Court of Appeal about an interlocutory (i.e. case management type) decision, such as that of Moylan J, to ensure that it was heard there before the final hearing came on.  That had not happened.  


		I have called for any documents that the father may have about this appeal.  He has produced a letter to the Court of Appeal office, but without, I think, its annexes.  Certainly without them it is quite impossible to see what the father was seeking and it did not standing alone constitute a Notice of Application for Permission to Appeal.  I cannot say what happened to it in the Court of Appeal office, but no evidence has been produced to show that it was followed up.


		As regards separate representation for C, this was strongly opposed by Local Authority B and the Children’s Guardian on the basis that they did not consider C has sufficient understanding to instruct her own lawyer.  On what I had read at that time that seemed very likely.  In any event an adjournment of this hearing would have meant that the children’s lives (or at least C’s) would have continued to be on hold until a further lengthy period of High Court Judge time could be identified.  I therefore rejected the second of Mr. Godfrey’s submissions.


		I am fortified in that particular decision by everything I have heard during this hearing about C.  In particular I have now heard the views of the experienced Children’s Guardian, about C’s level of understanding.  The Children's Guardian told me that she and C’s solicitor had considered separate representation for C earlier on and had wholly rejected it.  She says she is in no doubt at all that C would not have the necessary understanding to give instructions to a lawyer, that being a view which she said is shared by the manager of the home where C is placed.  The Children's Guardian considers it would absolutely not be in C’s welfare interests to be asked about or given the opportunity for separate representation, since it would destabilise and make her even more anxious.


		For completeness Mr. Godfrey was also later instructed to make a further application supported, as I understand it, by the other family members.  It was that I should rule out the evidence of two female social workers on the basis that they are pregnant.  The submission was that the hormonal changes of pregnancy lead to mood changes and an absence of sound judgment such that the two witnesses should not be heard.  I rejected those applications.  Women work routinely during pregnancy in every walk of life.



C.  About the father  
	The father was born on [date stated] 1944 and is therefore aged seventy.  He describes himself as a musician and entertainer and internet innovator.  He has worked in the carpentry trade and in other things.  He is not presently in work, but hopes to get back to work when, if the outcome of these proceedings is as he would like, the children have returned to the care of the mother and himself and have settled down.  He hopes there may be an opening for him in the press and media.  He was married and divorced before starting his relationship with the mother in 1984 and he has a son, U, from that marriage, who is in his forties.  U has stated that he would not wish to care for either of the two children, his half-siblings, and has never met them.  He plays no part in the proceedings.

		As I have said, the case of both Local Authority B and Local Authority A is that the father is quite seriously mentally ill, although, if so, it is not immediately obvious.  He robustly denies this and always has done throughout all the papers I have seen, notwithstanding consistent evidence supporting the local authorities’ case.  


		I have already mentioned Professor Ann Mortimer, who has prepared a report on the father as a paper exercise, as he declined to be psychiatrically examined for the purpose of this hearing.  She is from her CV a very experienced psychiatrist, having been involved in the work since 1982, having become a consultant in 1988 and a Professor of psychiatry in 1995.  I accept her evidence that she has had no prior involvement with this family, there being no evidence or suggestion that she has had.  Her report runs to thirty closely typed pages and presents a complete overview.  Most particularly she summarises two previous psychiatric reports which are not in the papers and one psychological report which is.  She records that on 15th October 2007 Dr. Mumford, consultant psychiatrist, made a thirty-nine-page report on the father following six hours of interviews.  Dr. Mumford had at that time reviewed all the case papers then in existence regarding C.  He alluded to the parents having refused a special educational needs’ assessment for C on the basis that it was a ploy to put her into care; and to the fact that the father had described a core group meeting as illegal and had referred to a head teacher using C to acquire money for his or her school.  Professor Mortimer records Dr. Mumford as having found that the father felt everyone was conspiring against him to protect the system, the police, local authority and teachers.  He, Dr. Mumford, recorded the father’s views as being ‘abnormally paranoid.’  Dr. Mumford’s report under discussion also contained an overview of the father’s GP records, which included periods of depression and the use of antipsychotic medication.  


		A letter sent by the father to a general practitioner in [town stated] in August 2006, which had apparently eventually led to the father’s being ‘sectioned’ in November 2006 (as above) was referred to in Dr. Mumford’s report as recorded by Professor Mortimer.  The father’s letter to the GP alleged that the GP was part of a conspiracy unlawfully to participate in secret family courts, racism and religionism against the father’s family, falsifying and manipulating documents and files to reveal secret third parties and participation in genocide against British families.  The father’s letter went on to assert that the GP had forcibly taken various body samples, including ‘female part samples backdated to 2005.’  The psychiatrist involved in the father’s ‘sectioning’ in 2006 was recorded by Dr. Mumford as being ‘staggered’ to find that the father had been released by the Mental Health Tribunal (paragraph 12 above).  


		Professor Mortimer records in her report Dr. Mumford’s opinion that the father had suffered from paranoid ideas going back to 1984 with the paranoia escalating since C started school.  Dr. Mumford spoke of a paranoid personality disorder and felt it extremely unlikely that the father would voluntarily comply with any form of assessment, therapy or treatment.


		Professor Mortimer then summarises a report on the father by Dr. John Pilgrim, ‘an extremely experienced consultant psychiatrist,’ dated 13th November 2009 prepared for the court.  Following interview, Dr. Pilgrim made a diagnosis of a paranoid personality disorder, considering that the father fulfilled the personality trait of suspiciousness with a pervasive tendency to distort experience by misconstruing neutral or friendly actions as being hostile.  He, Dr. Pilgrim, felt that the father had a combative and tenacious sense of personal rights with a tendency to experience excessive self-importance and that he was preoccupied with unsubstantiated conspiratorial explanations of events.


		Last, Professor Mortimer summarises the report of Dr. Emily McGeown, psychologist, dated 29th June 2012, which I have read and have already referred to at paragraph 21 above.  It is a report on both the mother and the father.  The father at first asserted that Dr. McGeown would be acting illegally in assessing him, but to his credit he did attend the interview.  Dr. McGeown’s view was that there were risks to a child of being exposed to the father’s paranoid ideation, to his distrust of professionals and his assumption of malicious intent.  The risks would be such that a child would assimilate such views.  Dr. McGeown points out that the father is dismissive of his psychiatric history, which is in fact lengthy.  She recommended a full psychiatric assessment of both parents.


		Professor Mortimer’s own opinion is that the father is suffering from untreated paranoid schizophrenia.  There is thus a difference in diagnosis between the psychiatrists, but not of significance in the terms of the issue in these proceedings.  In her opinion the father’s false beliefs preclude him from accepting the reality-based perspectives of childcare professionals or health and educational professionals in respect of D’s needs.  She does not think that any treatment is possible and she views his capacity to engage in such treatments as there are as being zero.  


		As I have said, Professor Mortimer gave oral evidence at this hearing.  She denied the father’s case properly put to her by Mr. Godfrey on his instructions that she had been dishonest or untruthful, or had reached her decision first and then adapted her report accordingly.  She refuted the suggestion that she had come to preparing her report with ‘malicious intent’ as was put to her.


		At the outset of this hearing Mr. Godfrey relayed to me the father’s strong objection to the court’s attitude to his, the father’s, evidence.  It was suggested that the court’s (my) attitude was biased because there were numerous documents (I was told about a thousand pages in three Lever Arch files) and five DVDs which I had not seen.  I had in fact simply received and pre-read the agreed bundles which had been placed before me.  I immediately said in response to Mr. Godfrey’s submission that I was more than willing to read the three bundles which the father was anxious for me to do and to watch the DVDs.  Anyone with a due and proper interest in this case should read the three bundles.  It is a long and daunting task.  This is due in no small measure to the singular and complicating way in which the father expresses himself in numbered paragraphs using numbers for people or organisations; also because, as I said during the hearing, many of the originally attached documents to which cross-references are made by the father are no longer attached.  However, I did succeed in reading the three bundles by setting aside the whole of the first weekend of this case to do so.  They have been called ‘Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3’.  


		It was very clear to me that no summary in a paragraph or two could begin to put over the singular and out of the ordinary content of the father’s correspondence, nor the extent and diversity of the recipients of his emails.  I have therefore prepared an Appendix as best I can (not an easy exercise) drawing inferences when the numbering system used by the father (in place of people or entities or events) seems to me to break down.  I have included a sub-appendix of the people and organisations to whom he has sent complaints and so forth and one of newspaper articles which he has attached from time to time.  These appendices should be read alongside this judgment.  I shall not read them into this judgment now for lack of time, but I will give some examples later under my heading ‘Findings.’ 


		I viewed the five DVDs in court, so that everyone could see them who had not done so.  The first three showed normal, happy interactions between the children and family members.  The other two showed speeches at the European Parliament.  Just before submissions started on Monday (today is Thursday) Mr. Godfrey on further instructions from the father asked me to view a further thirteen DVDs.  This I have done whilst preparing this judgment.  I have marked them all with a Post-it note to show that I have looked at them.  Again, like the many photograph albums which the mother has passed up to me, they show normal, happy interactions between the children and their family members.


		Reverting for a moment to the European Parliament, the father has petitioned the European Parliament [Reference stated] about [an aspect of English children law].  A letter to him from the Committee on Petitions of the European Parliament dated [date stated] says [content stated].  The letter also refers to [text removed to impede identification of the father].  The letter to the father enclosed a letter dated [date stated] to the European Parliament from the UK Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Children and Families seeking to explain the position under English law.  References to the father’s petition to the European Parliament make frequent appearances in his complaint letters in his Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3.


		The two DVDs referred to in paragraph 45 above which the father asked me to watch and which I did watch in court were of speeches being made in the European Parliament by individuals criticising aspects of the English childcare system.  One can see the link between the father’s asking me to view these speeches and his grievances about his own children, even though the blunt reality is that nothing was gained thereby which could not have been put over in a couple of sentences.  It goes without saying that whatever may be the conclusion of the European Parliament when it has investigated the matters concerned (and when one imagines it has heard the competing arguments) I have to deal with D’s case on the basis of the current law in the 2002 Act and rule on Local Authority A’s valid applications before me.


		As to the impression given by the father in the witness box, he was by and large very polite, courteous and respectful.  His knowledge of the matters under discussion was remarkable.  He put an end to any wonderings which I may have had about capacity to litigate.  There was, however, on the face of it a significant disconnect between the witness before me and the author of some of the demanding and grandiose letters which he has written.  It came over nevertheless that he is a strong and forceful character.  He was unshakeable in his beliefs that the Local Authorities’ actions in respect of both of his children have been part of a conspiracy targeted on his family perpetrated by multiple lies and fabrications by many people.  He dates everything back to an incident in [town stated] in or about 2005 when he fell out with the school attended by C and became what he regards as a whistleblower.


		Under cross-examination by Mr. Comaish for the Children’s Guardian, when he was put under a measure of challenge, the father demonstrated an ability to become defensive and irritated, blocking or parrying questions in order to talk about what he wished to put across.  Sometimes there was a clear, forceful statement, ‘That answers your question,’ clearly intended to impose finality.  He declined to answer a question from Mr. Comaish as to whether the mother agreed with all the letters and complaints etc. in his Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3.  


		The father was unshakeable in his view that social worker Kerry Chafer had not been fit to work on this case.  He describes her in his three correspondence files as ‘an obese dwarf.’  He made references in cross-examination to the fact that he had told her in 2012 that there were concerns about her obesity (which he says can lead to cancer and serious side effects) but that she remains obese in 2015.  He told me that she has had two years to do something about this, but has not taken the opportunity and that therefore she is not fit to do the work she does.  He was quite impervious to the unusual nature of such a point of view or to the feelings of Miss Chafer.  


		I deal with my view of the dynamics of the relationship between the mother and the father under the next heading and I deal with my conclusion about the issue of the father’s mental health under heading ‘I’ where I state my findings.



D.  About the mother  
	The mother was born on [date stated] 1965 and is therefore aged forty-nine.  She is a housewife and mother, although from circumstances has not actually cared for C since 22nd May 2008 when C was taken into care by Local Authority B.  She has not actually cared for D since 13th December 2012, when D was taken into care by Local Authority A pursuant to the (now overturned) care order of that date.  She has lived with the father for thirty years or so since 1984, with the exception of the period of around nine months between March 2012 and December 2012 during which she and D lived with the grandparents.  Both parents say that their relationship is a strong one and there is nothing to suggest otherwise.  There is no doubt, as I have said, that the mother, like the father, greatly loves the two children and that she finds separation from them painful.  She worries about them in care.  She is convinced that they are being abused in care and, like the father, she dearly wants them home.  She and he have established a nice two-bedroomed home in [town stated], which she keeps clean and tidy.

		The mother says the same things as the father about the removal and retention of each child in care.  She believes that this relates back to the argument in [town stated] in or around 2005 involving C’s school, in respect of which school the father ‘blew the whistle.’  Through Mr. Hurst, she allied herself with and adopted Mr. Godfrey’s questions to do with conspiracies, bias, malice, fabrications and ‘copycatting.’  She told Miss Thomas in cross-examination that there was nothing which the father had said in the witness box with which she disagreed.  This extended to agreeing with the father’s belief that art therapy arranged to help C at the F Children’s Unit was a form of abuse of her (C).  She told me that she thinks the father’s letters of complaint etc. in Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3 (although she has not read them all) help her case in respect of the children.  She defended them by saying that they are not really complaints, but rather facts obtained from newspapers, the television and so on.   She supported the father’s application that the two pregnant social workers should not be permitted to give evidence on the basis of possible hormonal imbalances.


		Asked which were in her mind the two most serious fabrications by Kerry Chafer, the mother replied by saying that Kerry Chafer’s evidence was all complete fabrication and lies.  Pressed, she identified (i) first Miss Chafer’s evidence that she, the mother, had said after the 999 call in paragraph 22 above that she (the mother) had ‘blackened her parents’ name’ (see further below) and (ii) second, Miss Chafer’s having ‘made her own medical diagnostics.’  The mother was there echoing the father’s terminology.


		In the witness box the mother’s evidence was given so quietly as to be on occasions inaudible or almost so.  At one point I was passed a note by the court clerk which reads, ‘Sir, the mother is speaking so quietly it is not picking it up to record.’  I rose for a few minutes therefore to enable the air conditioning / warm air heating in the courtroom to be turned off.  I must and do make all allowances for the mother’s being nervous in the witness box and for the inevitable stress which she is under during these proceedings.  However, she came over as hesitant and timid to an extent rarely seen.  She just seemed to be lacking in confidence.  Although she was adamant that she always stands up to the father and does what she herself wants to do, which she may believe, it was difficult to envisage that as being the reality of their relationship together.  Having seen them both give evidence and noted their differing demeanour throughout, it came over strongly that the father greatly dominates within the dynamic of their relationship and that the mother by and large goes along with his views, beliefs and decisions.


		In discussion with Rachel Payne, social worker for Local Authority A, during her assessment of the grandparents in 2014, she, Rachel Payne, recorded the grandfather stating that, ‘the father domineers the mother.’  She recorded the grandmother saying that this was because the mother is ‘placid and good natured.’  The grandfather denied saying anything about the father ‘domineering’ the mother.  (There was no challenge about the grandmother speaking of the mother being ‘placid and good natured’); but Rachel Payne put both those alleged comments by the grandparents into quotation marks, so as to demonstrate that they were the actual words used.  Having seen Miss Payne and heard her give evidence and be cross-examined, I do not find that she made those records up.  I therefore accept that the grandparents did say those things to her, although they may genuinely believe now that they did not do so.  Such assessments by them of their daughter in fact accord well with the impression given by the father and mother respectively in the witness box.


		In her long psychological report on both parents dated 29th June 2012 Dr. McGeown noted that the mother ‘... is likely to either share the father’s paranoid disposition or to be of a passive dependent nature’.  It could of course be both.  She, Dr. McGeown, said that in order for the mother to reduce any risk posed by the father towards D as regards the impact of his paranoid disposition on her (D) the mother ‘... needs to accept the paranoid nature of the father’s views and actively show that she does not agree with those views’.  It was her opinion that the mother would ‘... benefit greatly from therapy, in particular cognitive behavioural therapy to help her with her assertiveness, confidence and her mistrust of professionals.’  None of this has happened.


		Professor Mortimer’s view of the relationship between the mother and the father is that it represents a ‘folie à deux’, where the symptoms of a delusional belief or beliefs are transmitted from the original holder of those beliefs to another person.



E. About the grandparents  
	The grandmother was born on [date stated] 1942 and is therefore aged almost seventy-three.  She has mainly been a housewife and mother, although she also worked as a supervisor at a leisure centre.  The grandfather was born on [date stated] 1939 and is therefore aged seventy-four.  They have a nice home in [town stated] in the area of Local Authority B, which is about twenty-five to thirty miles or so from [town stated] where the mother and the father live.  The grandparents have represented themselves at this hearing and have done themselves credit in the way in which they have firmly and clearly put their case across.  They are, if I may say so, decent, well meaning, ‘salt of the earth’ people.  As the grandfather said, they were not the sort of people ever to expect to be involved with the Social Services.  They brought up their own three children successfully, as they stressed in their questions, and they cannot see at all why anyone should suggest that they could not therefore bring up their grandchildren.  They made it clear by their questions, evidence and demeanour that they cannot see that the circumstances in respect of their grandchildren are entirely different.  There was a palpable sense of bewilderment as to why either child was taken into care and as to why the children might not be able to be returned home to the parents, or else to themselves, to be brought up within their own loving family.  They are aghast at the way C has turned out in care. 

		It is clear that whilst the grandparents had the mother and D staying with them between March 2012 and December 2012, they did their very best in difficult circumstances.  They loved having D.  They spoke with obvious affection for her and told me of all the things they used to do in the way of outings and so on.  They remembered her fondly in her Minnie Mouse pyjamas and spoke sadly of the day when she was removed from school on 13th December 2012, just at the time when her presents were under their Christmas tree.  


		Unfortunately, however, it is abundantly clear that the grandparents have absorbed most, if not all, of the thinking of the father and the mother about how the case has got where it is.  They ally themselves with him about ‘fabrications’ and ‘copycatting’ to the extent of using the father’s very words.  Asked for examples of the worst such ‘fabrications,’ there was nothing suggested of substance.  They had unfortunately not read the father’s complaints’ communications in his Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3, nor Dr. Melia’s report about D, to which I will come.  They accept that the grandmother told Rachel Payne that ‘autism does not exist.’  Asked whether they could see any reason why D should not be with the mother and the father, the grandfather said they could not, adding almost plaintively, ‘What have they done wrong?’


		There are some issues between the grandparents and the Local Authority about how things went when the mother and D lived at the grandparents’ home between March 2012 and December 2012.  Whilst agreeing wholeheartedly that D was well looked after and happy, Local Authority A say that in fact the grandmother was doing most of the mothering of her and that D was seen to go to the grandmother for reassurance (etc) to the extent that the mother was beginning to feel pushed out.  Local Authority A say that the grandparents told Kerry Chafer that disagreements began and got worse, culminating in the mother’s 999 call on or about 21st August 2012 (paragraph 22 above).  The grandparents deny telling the social worker that.  I deal with that issue at paragraph 126(k) below.  


		Jessica Southwell told me that on every visit she saw D go to the grandmother rather than to the mother and that the mother appeared to need support with all the routines in the home.  Miss Southwell saw the mother as very lacking in confidence with D and as not picking up on D’s cues as to what D wanted or needed.  She described the mother as coming over as more like an aunt or a sibling.  The family do not accept this at all.


		A further respect in which Local Authority A expressed concerns about the arrangement for the mother and D to live with the grandparents concerns the grandparents’ supervision of D.  I mean as regards their supervising D when in the presence not only of the father (which was specified in a contract of expectations), but also when D was with the mother, their daughter.  Kerry Chafer says that she told the grandparents on 22nd August 2012 that D was not to be left with the mother alone.  This was due to concerns about the mother’s emotional well-being following her 999 call to the police the previous day.  Kerry Chafer says it was reiterated by Jessica Southwell on 4th October 2012.  The grandfather did not, as I understood it, deny in evidence that the social worker had said this to him, his comment being that there was ‘…nothing wrong with the mother being alone with D, as she loves the child.’  When it was put to him by Mr. Comaish that he and the mother had breached Local Authority A’s requirement by leaving D alone with the mother (for example to go for a doctor’s appointment and to attend a panel meeting about D), the grandfather said that if so then the agreement was ‘rubbish.’


		In response to these concerns expressed by Local Authority A about how things had gone when D and the mother lived at the grandparents’ house, the grandfather told me  that at an interim hearing on 14th September 2012 Mrs. Recorder Q had preferred the family’s evidence to that of the social workers.  I am quite sure he genuinely believed this and was not trying to mislead me, partly because he told me that he had not actually read the Judgment.  When one does read the Judgment however, it can be seen that it in no way provides support for the grandfather’s case against the social workers; if anything the other way about.  The hearing concerned (14th September 2014) was for an order requiring the mother to move out of the grandparents’ house, leaving D with the grandparents.  The Recorder heard oral evidence, including from the social worker (unnamed) who she said had ‘... given an account of the mother arguing, shouting and swearing and of D being present throughout and of needing to intervene to ensure that D was removed.’  The mother was recorded by the Recorder as seeing no basis for the requirement for her to live with D at her parents’ home and the grandparents as feeling the same.  The finding of Mrs. Recorder Q was: ‘... I am satisfied from what I have heard that the grandparents and the mother are minimising and have minimised the extent of the difficulties in their relationship.  They have alluded to disputes and little arguments.  Those have undoubtedly occurred, but I think at times it is probable that the mother has expressed her views and feelings very strongly, because she does feel very strongly that she is losing her role in relation to D.  She is angry with the way in which these proceedings have been brought and continue and has expressed that anger.’  The Recorder felt that Local Authority A might have become ‘overly anxious because of the backdrop and lengthy history of the case,’ and in the circumstances she did not think it necessary that the mother and D should be separated prior to the final hearing, which was then pending in December 2012.


		I too am satisfied from all that I have heard that consciously or subconsciously the family have minimised the amount of difficulty and stress within the grandparents’ home whilst the mother and D lived there.  The 999 call was an expression of this and I accept Kerry Chafer’s evidence that the grandparents told her that the mother had said afterwards that she had blackened their names by calling the police.  I accept too Jessica Southwell’s clear impression as to the dynamics as between the mother and the grandmother in respect of D’s care and I am satisfied that the mother was feeling increasingly pushed out.  This (as I find the grandparents told Kerry Chafer at the time) led to increasing arguments.  I agree with Mrs. Recorder Q that Local Authority A may well have become overanxious about the strictness of supervision of (respectively) the mother and the father by the grandparents, which the family found put them under additional stress.  They came to regard it as Local Authority A trying to ‘catch them out’.


		There were a large number of social work visits, some thirty or so, in the nine months between March and December 2012, although such visits were not on a more or less daily basis as the grandparents suggested in evidence.  There were also a couple of police visits.  Local Authority A were concerned about things which the father might say to D if left alone with her (a) because of their concerns about his distorted ideas and (b) because of his objection to having to live apart from the mother and D.  They felt, although they were wrong, that he might have been at the grandparents’ house outside permitted contract times.  They were also concerned because the mother had threatened to take D and collect C and go off with them.  The mother accepts she said that, but says she never really meant it.  These concerns for D’s well-being caused Local Authority A to keep checking on the arrangements in the grandparents’ house, which, as I say, caused resentment and therefore a reduction in the quality of the relationship between the grandparents and the social worker.  Most importantly for today’s purposes is the fact that the grandparents showed themselves to lack insight into why it was considered necessary for them closely to supervise the father’s contact with D and to ensure that the mother was not left alone with her either.



F.  About C  
	A timeline has been prepared by Local Authority B in respect of C’s various moves in their care since the recovery order dated 22nd May 2008.  She was placed in foster care to start with; but that broke down inside three weeks.  Then, following a short placement with temporary foster carers, she was placed at the G Childcare Unit on 30th June 2008.  There she stayed until 27th October 2009.  During her time at the G Child Unit, there are reports of two disclosures by C of sexually inappropriate behaviour.  The first was on 30th October 2008 when she was playing ‘doctor and patient’ with another young person, who, she said, put a stethoscope ‘on her private parts.’  The second was when she told the staff on 9th May 2009 that a young person had laid on top of her and kissed her on the lips whilst their lower halves were exposed.  This has ‘morphed’ (and one can understand how and why) into a repetitive complaint by the father of sexual abuse of C in care.

		There was before Her Honour Judge P QC in April 2009, when she dismissed the parents’ application for a discharge of the care order relating to C, a psychological report on C by psychologist Pam Tower, dated 28th January 2009, with a supplemental letter dated 13th March 2009.  By that time C was at the G Child Unit and had been cared for by Local Authority B for about eight months.  The mother and father had strongly objected to C’s being psychologically assessed, which had been requested by the then Children’s Guardian.  They refused to be interviewed by Dr. Tower.  She, Dr. Tower, therefore described her report as being incomplete for lack of any input from the parents about C’s development and early life experiences.  What she did say though was that C presented (in January 2009): ‘... as a child who has not mixed with other children from an early age and, although she can learn the rules of simple games, she has not learned to share or play cooperatively.  In effect she presents as a child who has not had the opportunity for developing reciprocal peer relationships.  She is also a very anxious little girl who displays that anxiety through controlling behaviour and a need for routine.  This pattern of behaviour often arises as a response to having few boundaries and in effect to being ‘in charge.’  This assessment of C provides some evidence that the pattern of her care she has received has been of the nature described above.  The documentation includes many indications that the mother and father have parented C in this way and may have mental health difficulties themselves, which would reinforce the particular fixations or obsessions that C has.’


		Dr. Tower referred to the mother and grandmother as being exceptionally important to C (still referring to January 2009) and said that C would be likely ‘... to automatically adopt their views of how the world works and reject the views of her carers if they are different.’  She continued that if C’s parents were not accepting any placement away from them, then C would struggle to settle and to trust her new carers sufficiently for them to be able to meet her needs.  She spoke of C’s withdrawing into a fantasy world at times of stress and of her having a marked delay in her emotional development.  She said ‘... most children of C’s age have developed a very clear investment in peer relationships and relate to peers in depth.  C does not show signs of having an understanding of how to relate to peers.  It is as if she is functioning at a level much younger than her chronological age in social terms.’  She regarded C as presenting as a ‘complex little girl with considerable emotional and social difficulties.’


		Her Honour Judge P QC heard oral evidence from Dr. Tower at the hearing on 7th April 2009.  She, the judge, recorded Dr. Tower’s opinion that C was not an attachment disordered child, but that she had an attachment of an avoidant defended nature.  She, Dr. Tower, did not consider that C had problems falling within the autistic spectrum or that she suffered from pathological demand avoidance syndrome.  The judge accepted Dr. Tower’s view that C would have received good enough parenting up to about the age of two, but that the difficulties became clear at around the age of three (August 2003) when C was at nursery.  C’s presentation was, in the view of Dr. Tower, as recorded by Judge P: ‘... that of a child whose basic attachment needs have been met and who knew that her parents had kept her safe and looked after and cared for her, but who had no clear boundaries and was not encouraged to have independence.’  Dr. Tower’s opinion as recorded by the judge was that C needed ‘... a highly structured environment where there are very clear, consistent boundaries imposed by carers who could decode her distorted emotional signals.’  Her Honour Judge P described C as ‘... a highly troubled child’ and expressed herself as being ‘... driven to the belief that this is as a result of the parenting she has received.’  The judge further recorded the views of the then Children’s Guardian, who she said had known C for some time, as being that ‘... C continues to have difficulty relating to her peers within school and is observed to play as if she were much younger.  Academically she is still far behind her peers, remaining at levels expected in infant school.’  C was then aged about eight.


		Still referring to the hearing in April 2009, when going through the welfare checklist, Judge Preferred to there being ‘... no doubt that C’s emotional, social and educational development was significantly impaired whilst she was in the care of her parents: she has made some progress, but her development is difficult [and] she continues to be violent and aggressive towards others and [is] at times uncontrollable.’  She mentioned ‘... the considerable written material contained in bundle B, which, if it does anything [sic] else, simply shows and confirms the parents’ hostility towards professionals and their inability to work in a cooperative manner for the benefit of C.’  The judge expressed a clear view (as she put it) that to discharge the care order ‘... would be actively against the paramountcy of C’s welfare.’


		On 27th October 2009, C was placed at the H Special Unit where she remained until 14th December 2012, a period of just over three years.  During this time there were many occasions when contact with the parents was recorded as going well, contact which included D, who had been born in January 2009.  There were, however, periods of time when a therapeutic worker or workers at the H Unit thought it would be in C’s interests for contact to be suspended so that various works could be done with C and that is what happened.  In November 2011 the Independent Reviewing Officer recommended that the parents should sign and adhere to a contract of expectations since it was being alleged that they had undermined and been negative about the placement at the H Unit.  Meetings were set up to discuss this, but the parents did not attend.  So a letter was sent to them followed by a reminder that contact would be and would remain suspended until they engaged with social care.


		At a meeting on 3rd July 2012 about contact the father said he would be suing Local Authority B and that he wanted C home the following week; but he refused to sign any written agreement about contact.  During this period of time a foster placement was identified for C and it was intended that she should move out of the H Unit; but unfortunately that placement did not come to fruition.


		On 14th December 2012 C moved to a foster placement in [town stated], which lasted for some fourteen months until 14th February 2014.  She asked to have contact with her parents once she was settled in, but she did say that the father should not say to her that she was ‘coming home.’  When a meeting accordingly took place with the parents about contact to C, the record says that it was difficult to have a coherent conversation, because the father was more interested in talking about Local Authority B’s management.  It is recorded that the meeting ended when the father became abusive.  After a time the foster placement in [town stated] began to go wrong, with C’s challenging boundaries, going missing, throwing tantrums and speaking of wanting to kill herself.  The carers were not meeting her emotional needs and she said she wished to see her family.


		On 3rd January 2014 the parents were invited to a meeting regarding contact to C, but they did not attend.  When a telephone call was made to the father on the day of the meeting, he said he would only attend if it was to discuss C’s returning home.  


		On 14th February 2014 C’s placement in [town stated] broke down.  Thereafter there were a number of temporary and failed placements.  In April 2014, C was placed at the F Children’s Unit.  She remained there until November 2014.  She was then placed in the J children’s unit where she remains to date.  Altogether this amounts to some twelve moves in care from May 2008 to date, although some of them unavoidably short and temporary when placements suddenly broke down.


		On 10th March 2014 at a meeting with social workers the parents declined to enter into a written agreement about their contact to C, as Local Authority A were requesting.  They did however give a verbal agreement that they would not talk to C about coming home.  The importance of that was impressed upon them.  Thereafter there were ten contact sessions between C and her parents at the F Unit between 31st March 2014 and 4th September 2014.  The first three were monthly and the remainder fortnightly.  Several of the sessions went well, giving pleasure and enjoyment both to the parents and to C herself.  I have read all the contact notes in Supplemental Bundle 5, which confirm this.  C’s behaviour was unpredictable.  She had swings in mood and behaviour which were difficult to handle, although the parents did their very best.  What was particularly difficult for the parents (and understandably so) was when C spoke negatively about the placement since this chimed with the parents’ own very strong view that she should not be in care at all.


[The next 16 paragraphs originally numbered 79 to 95 are deleted in deference to the vulnerabilities of C and the damage which could be caused to her by their inclusion.  The paragraphs contain potentially hurtful (to her) matter about her behaviours, particularly at and following contact sessions with her parents commencing in June 2014.  The paragraphs describe a distorted belief of hers, which it would be impossible to ‘anonymise’.  They refer to the mother talking (against the stated wishes of Local Authority B) to her about when she (C) would be coming home and to C not being interested in boundaries which the mother and the father wanted to set.  There is reference to C having spoken of the father ‘touching’ her when she was younger, an allegation strongly denied by the father and one which she later told Dr Khan had been a lie told by her because she did not want to see her family any more.  There are detailed references to C’s violent anti-social and disruptive behaviours towards others: to her self-harming; being profoundly distressed; putting herself at risk and behaving in sexually disinhibited ways.  She is recorded as having given inconsistent answers to the Children's Guardian’s questions about whether she would like to see her parents.]  

		The Unit Manager of the J Unit recently reported to the Children's Guardian that C is uncommunicative, disruptive when moved, and has assaulted people; but also that she is ‘much calmer now.’  C still has issues with eating and will wet herself if she does not want to do something.  Her [type stated] therapist, Miss V, told the Children's Guardian that there have been seven [type stated] sessions, with funding secured for twelve more.  Miss V says she is beginning to see a benefit and reports that C is now engaging with her.  C has to have two escorts in the taxi to go to school, because she kicked a taxi driver in the head.  There are [number stated] other girls at the J Unit.  Local Authority B’s plan for C is to continue at the Unit until she has completed her [type stated] therapy, probably around January 2016, and then to re-assess whether it is possible to find a suitable foster placement, being the preferred course; or whether she may stay at the J Unit.  The J Unit meets the recommendation of Dr. Khan.  He advised that the F Unit was not ideal as it turned out for C’s needs and that she would be better served by a small residential unit with no more than [number stated] children.  Both Dr. Eke and Dr. Khan were clear in their evidence that it is impossible to disentangle C’s life experiences as between before and after her going into care, in terms of the likely causation of her being the seriously troubled teenager she has become.  Dr. Eke described it as an accumulation turning on the whole of her life.



G.  About D  
	There are dispersed among the papers a large number of reports on D.  Put together and placed in chronological order, they fill a ring folder.  Some of them are long and detailed.  For example, Dr. Knight-Jones, consultant paediatrician’s report is fifty-two pages long.  Together they give an evolving overview of D’s growing up from November 2010 through to the hearing in December 2012, after which there are two further reports.  As is to be expected, there is no absolutely consistent pattern since the different observers come from different disciplines and would have seen D at different stages in her life, in different moods and in different circumstances.  It would also make a big difference as to what earlier documentation was in front of each expert and by whom D’s progress was being reported to the expert.  

		The short point is that Local Authority A say D now has clear learning difficulties with very poor emotional and self-regulation, which require calm and consistent parenting: such should be by carers who will support multi-disciplinary involvement from health, education and social care.  The parents and grandparents on the other hand believe that there was nothing at all wrong with D when she was removed into care on 13th December 2012.  They say that any concerns about her now, which they barely if at all acknowledge, have been caused by the way she has been treated in care since December 2012.


		It is impossible to do justice in this judgment to the expert reports before me about D including the historical ground covered in them.  The reports would simply have to be read in full by anyone with a due interest in this matter.  In as brief a summary as possible, Dr. Knight-Jones, consultant paediatrician, saw D with the parents on 9th November 2010, when she was one year and nine and a half months and living at home with her parents.  This was on an instruction from D’s then children’s guardian and must, I think, have been regarding the supervision order application heard in February 2011.  He found her neurodevelopmental progress to be mildly, but not severely delayed.  He felt she was more like a child of eighteen or nineteen months rather than her actual age of twenty-one or twenty-two months.  Her expressive language was more delayed, being at around one year, i.e. about nine and a half months behind; but her understanding was better, being about one year six months, only three and a half months behind her chronological age.  Dr. Knight-Jones said he was not too worried about this.  He thought that D at that age appeared to be within normal social limits and that the parents were very caring, speaking to her and playing with her.  He explained to them that normally such a child is referred (i) for speech and language therapy and (ii) to an audiologist and (iii) to a local paediatrician.  In his opinion, the delay was likely to be intrinsic rather than environmental and he recommended that D be referred (iv) to the genetic service to see if there was any medical diagnosis to account for her delay.  He did not, however, mention this last possibility to the parents, as he felt that they already seemed worried enough by the other referrals he was advising.  He said that even if they refused the recommended referrals he would not be thinking in terms of informing the Social Services, although he would want to continue monitoring D, probably three-monthly, in the anticipation that her speech would start to develop.  In the body of his report he spoke of repeated concerns at that time, (November 2010) from the health visitor and Social Services that the father appeared very much in control and that the mother deferred to him before speaking, practically never attempting to insist that D did something.


		The services which Dr. Knight-Jones described as ‘required now’ (November 2010) were (i) long term assessment and follow-up by a local paediatrician with expertise in neurodevelopment and neurodisability; (ii) referral to the clinical genetic service (this not being mentioned to the parents); (iii) referral to the local speech and language therapy service and (iv) assessment of her hearing by an audiologist.  He considered that there was a risk that the father might frighten D when in the grip of anger, even if it were not directed against her, and that therefore it seemed reasonable for the family to be the subject of social work and health visitor monitoring.  He did not think there was any sign then that D had suffered any mental or physical harm and he did not consider her delayed development to be the result of defective parenting.  He noted that the parents did not seem to have any insight into the concerns about C’s [sic] educational delay and difficult behaviour.  He said he could not see the needs of the family fitting into a model in which there would be a brief period of Social Services’ intervention.  Rather he thought they would need long-term surveillance, in case the mental health of either parent should deteriorate, together with long-term support from the extended family and from the statutory services, including health, education and social care.  He recorded a hundred per cent attendance by the family at health visitor appointments.


		Ruth Monks became D’s health visitor when the family moved into Local Authority A’s area in June 2011.  She had by then been practising as a health visitor for some twenty years since 1992 and she told me that seeing the development of children is the core of her daily work.  Her assessment tools identified a need for referral to ‘speech and language’; but the parents refused.  At nearly two and a half years of age in June 2011 Mrs. Monks says she did not observe D using any of the two hundred words which would be expected of a child that age.  According to Mrs Monks, D was not observed chattering to herself during play and only copied back words spoken to her.  She performed such tasks as ‘making dolly wave’ only after being shown.  In D’s presence the parents reported back to Mrs. Monks that C [sic] had been illegally stolen and physically and sexually abused whilst in the care of Local Authority B.  Despite explanation and the sharing of literature with them, Mrs Monks says they consistently refused consent for a referral for further assessments by speech and language and audiology.  This was notwithstanding the contract of expectations signed by both parties in February 2011 that they would consult with their GP to discuss Dr. Knight-Jones’s report at paragraphs 99 and 100 above (with its recommendations for assessments by a community paediatrician, a speech and language therapist, an audiologist and a geneticist).  Mrs. Monks says that as at 9th February 2012 ‘... none of these referrals had been made due to parental non-engagement.’  She noted that three letters of complaint had been received from them regarding the health visiting service.  


		The parents’ explanation for not agreeing with those recommended referrals was that Mrs. Monks had agreed to defer consideration of them.  It is right to say that on 5th September 2011 Mrs. Monks did record, ‘I negotiated with the parents that I would review D’s development and assessment within three months,’ i.e. expiring in about December 2011.  At that time, (September 2011) her opinion was that D presented ‘... with very significant expressive language delay, appearing a very passive, expressionless child and no spontaneous play seen.’  She recorded the father stating that social workers no longer needed to be involved with the family and his talking about the Parliamentary Ombudsman. 


		On 19th December 2011 Mrs. Monks’ next assessment further identified the need for a referral to speech and language for an assessment; but she noted that the parents continued to refuse.  She showed them a book detailing the normal parameters of child development from one to five.  She recorded the father telling her that he was aware of a school in Local Authority B’s area being closed down due to him; that he was in the process of getting C’s placement, Unit H, closed down; and that he had requested the removal of a local head teacher.


		On 6th January 2012 the health visiting service received a letter of complaint from the father withdrawing his earlier consent for Mrs. Monks to visit the E Nursery where D had started in September 2011.  Arrangements were made in the event for D to see a paediatrician, Dr. Gondwe, who saw her on 27th February 2012 for a medical assessment at the request of Miss Chafer.  She was by now aged three years one month and still living at home with the mother and father.  Dr Gondwe recorded hearing mainly single words with a few two-word phrases.  She was physically well.  He concluded that she had delay in her speech and language development, for which referrals would be required for speech and language therapy and for audiology.  A heart murmur was also noted, for which the parents did agree to an assessment in cardiology and it turned out to be benign.


		By February 2012, Mrs Monks says she had seen D three times and that each time she had been concerned about her development, particularly speech and language, play and social skills.  On 9th March 2012 She (Mrs Monks) attended for three hours at the E Nursery to observe D in many situations.  She recorded noticing no spontaneous interaction or communication from D, with D not demonstrating any exploration of her environment, nor interacting with any other children.  D’s play was repetitive, allowing adults to provide a verbal commentary.  According to Mrs Monks, she showed no awareness of the nursery’s routines, being unable to wash her hands without support.  At outdoor times, she did not make choices as to which toys or equipment to play with: she appeared to withdraw into herself and just stood in the middle of the playground.  When given one to one attention by nursery staff she would copy, but always needed adult prompting to bring her out of her ‘own little world.’  Mrs. Monks recommended one to one full-time support to encourage D’s self-help skills, language and social skills in preparation for full-time education.  When Mrs. Monks shared with the parents her report of these observations of D, the father said that it was the ‘biggest load of rubbish’ he had ever read.


		Three days later, on 12th March 2012, D was seen by speech and language therapists at the [local] Children’s Centre.  The parents reported to the therapists that they had no concerns regarding D’s play skills, understanding of language, expressive language or speech sounds.  In brief, the therapists reported that they found D to have ‘a delayed and disordered pattern of language development.’  


		Also on 12th March 2012, the father wrote a ‘To Whom it May Concern’ letter saying that he had been seen to see his GP, Dr. Chisabingo.  He stated that the doctor had said there were no grounds for a geneticist assessment and had agreed with ‘... the family plan to return C home and to the [named] School.’  The father also wrote that Dr. Chisabingo had said that bereavement counselling over the loss of C was not appropriate.  This letter must have gone to Kerry Chafer.  She referred back to Dr. Chisabingo, who sent her an undated letter in which he denied telling the father that a geneticist assessment was not needed; rather that he had told the father he would need more detail from the health visitor as to why she was suggesting it.  He said he had told the father he had no idea as to the effectiveness of grieving therapy and that: ‘... I did not agree with family plans to return C home (I had no idea of any plans!) to [named] School, as I was not aware at the time that the child was even at this school.’  He described the father as having misrepresented their consultation and it looks as though he probably did. 


		On 14th March 2012 the father paid a visit to the E Nursery with complaints that D could not find her peg (which turned out to be because staff had not yet put her photograph beside it) and also that D had seen the other children using the toilet.  When Mrs. Hunter and Miss Gains were trying to deal with these issues with him, he became irate and said he would be taking his complaints to Ofsted.  He kept saying, ‘What are you going to do about this?’ and would not listen to Miss Gains, keeping talking over her.  He said he was not going to leave and wanted something done about his complaints or he would go to the press.  In due course he calmed down and left.


		On 14th May 2012 Dr. Gondwe saw D again, this time accompanied only by the parents.  By now D had been at the grandparents’ home with the mother for about two months.  They reported no concerns and told Dr. Gondwe that D was able to speak in sentences.  They spoke of normal interaction with other children.  Dr. Gondwe referred to getting an assessment through from speech and language and of seeing D again in six months’ time in November 2012.  


		On 19th May 2012 Dr. Peter Ehrhardt, consultant paediatrician, signed off a report on D, which I think was a paper report.  He concluded that D ‘... clearly has significant speech delay,’ and that she appeared to have ‘delay in her social skills.’  He said that over a period of a few weeks she needed (i) a comprehensive assessment of her development strength and weaknesses carried out by a multidisciplinary team led by a developmental paediatrician and (ii) therapy from a speech and language therapist, which would need to go on for many months and possibly years.  He felt that with active cooperation D might well function within the mainstream, but that ‘... barriers external to D are represented by the inability or unwillingness of carers actively to cooperate with advice.’  For D to flourish he advised that she must be cared for by carers who ‘... clearly will consistently cooperate with all advice given by therapists and other professionals regarding mechanisms to nurture her development.’


		On 22nd June 2012 the proprietor of the E Nursery sent the father a letter regarding his having attended nursery on Saturday, 16th June 2012 to hand deliver a letter at a time when the nursery was closed.  She wrote, ‘Your presence was very intimidating and we are therefore informing you with immediate effect that you are no longer allowed to enter the property of the nursery.’  In his evidence the father denied ever being aggressive or domineering, but it is hard to imagine the proprietor of the nursery going to the lengths of excluding a parent from the premises without justification.


		On 16th August 2012 Dr. Gondwe saw D again.  By this time she was three years and seven months and had been with the mother and the grandparents for five months.  He could hear three-word sentences in clinic.  Her understanding of spoken language was described to him by the parents and the grandparents as normal.  He advised that she would need continued follow-up (i) in the child development clinic and (ii) speech and language therapy. 


		On 13th September 2012 Carol Hunter of the E Nursery made a statement.  She reported having told a professionals’ meeting on 11th January 2012 that D was then working at the level of twenty months in all areas of development.  At that time D had been thirty-six months of chronological age, so a delay of some sixteen months.  Mrs. Hunter had then begun to work as an extra staff member in D’s room, specifically so as to support D’s development one to one.  In that way progress was made.  Mrs. Hunter says the speech and language therapist gave her a package with which to support D.  Following the interim care order on 27th July 2012 when Local Authority A could organise SEN funding (consistently rejected by the parents) resources came through for a further six hours per week one to one help.  Throughout the summer of 2012 D continued to make progress in her development such that by September 2012 she was working at the level of twenty-two to thirty-six months on the nursery’s monitoring sheets.  In evidence Carol Hunter told me it would be fair to say at about thirty-four months.  This was at a time, September 2012, when D was about forty-five months of chronological age, thus now only about eleven months behind.  So she was showing catch-up.


		On 15th November 2012 D was seen by a registrar in paediatrics, Dr. Motaleb, together with the parents.  They told him they felt D’s speech was coming along nicely and that there had been no concerns from the E Nursery.  Dr. Motaleb found D to be a polite and bright little girl who had good conversation with reasonably clear speech.  He spoke of her doing well from her speech point of view and said she would be reviewed again in six months.  


		On 27th November 2012, very shortly before the hearing before Judge R, Libby Brankin, senior lead teacher LDD, signed off a report.  She had observed D at the E Nursery on four occasions for about an hour accompanied on one occasion by Jenny Kernan, the speech and language therapist.  She noted that D appeared to have limited curiosity and limited motivation to explore, requiring an adult prompt to experiment or try new activities.  She concluded that D had an erratic attainment profile due to gaps/disorders in language and social development.  She considered D to present as a child with subtle but significant processing difficulties heightened when anxious and distressed.  She thought that D had learned formulaic verbal responses.  She regarded her as ‘highly dependent on adults’ and considered her social presentation to be a cause for concern, because she (D) seemed to have learned mostly from adult modelling rather than from childlike interaction with peers.  She (Miss Brankin) noted that D had made at least sixteen months of progress during the previous twelve to fourteen-month period.


		On 11th December 2012, the day before the hearing before Judge R, geneticist Dr. Dobbie made a genetic report on D.  This had been strongly opposed by the grandparents and parents, none of whom could see any need for it, as they saw D’s development as normal.  Therefore, it had been necessary, as I understand it, to get a court order for a genetic report, although I cannot find it in the bundle of orders.  Prior to the appointment Dr. Dobbie had received a letter from the father that he did not wish the consultation to go ahead and at the beginning of the appointment both the father and mother said the same.  However, when Dr. Dobbie had explained what the review would consist of, and that it would be valuable to know if D did have a genetic condition, the mother and father and grandparents cooperated fully.  The father told Dr. Dobbie that he himself was well and had no problems that would have affected D.  That was his perception.  Both parents told him that C was well and that they were happy with her development.  Dr. Dobbie found D able to speak sentences, as he would have expected at her age and to be able to name colours.  He considered that she was mildly delayed in at least one developmental axis.  He saw some indications that might suggest a genetic causation, but also that some areas of her development had been improving, which is not, he says, a feature of genetic disorders or syndromes.  His conclusion was that D does not have a genetic syndrome.  It was at this point in the sequence that Judge R gave his decision on 13th December 2012 and D was removed into care.


		A year later, on 13th December 2013, Suzie Maleham, speech and language therapist, saw D in school for a review of her speech, language and communication skills.  D had thus been in care now for one year.  Her foster carer was present.  D appeared ‘... happy, relaxed and confident throughout the session and making continued progress in all areas of her speech and language.’  D’s foster carer reported that D was enjoying her time at school and the schoolteacher reported that she had settled in well.  D’s use of language appeared to Miss Maleham well structured and appropriate for her age and stage of development.  The following strategies were suggested by Miss Maleham, namely: to address D at eye level, so that she could see mouth, lip and tongue positions to help her with her speech production; to use short, clear sentences; to reduce language and to ‘chunk’ larger pieces of information into sections; and to check that D had understood things.  D was then discharged from the speech and language service with an open twelve months’ referral.


		On 14th October 2014, Dr. Yvonne Melia, clinical psychologist, reported on D.  This was brought about by an original referral from CAMHS in February 2014 on the basis of some concerning behaviours, including D’s flapping her hands, repeating phrases and being unsettled in unfamiliar situations.  The foster carers and the school had expressed concerns about D’s refusal to eat; her difficulties with large class sizes; her struggling on occasions with even simple instructions and her not liking busy or noisy environments.  The foster carer was asking for help as to how to respond to these behaviours without making D feel uncomfortable.  Dr. Melia reviewed all the files on D, undertook three assessments with her and interviewed her at school.  In her report she summarises the whole of the background, which I need not repeat.  D’s carer reported to Dr. Melia various behavioural oddities, including screaming if there was too much going on around her, or too much noise.  The foster carer reported to Dr Melia that she found D to be tentative in play and perceived that she, D, would do things repetitively and quite obsessively.  She, the carer, told Dr. Melia that D was saying such things as, ‘Did I come out of your tummy?’; ‘Am I your Mummy?’; ‘When I get a new family ...’; and, ‘Why don’t I live with my Mummy and Daddy?’  The schoolteacher reported to Dr. Melia that D functions well on a one to one basis and will work well when she has an adult with her.  She had been noted at school to be about two years behind her peers in terms of emotional feelings and behaviour and about a year behind in terms of making relationships.  The teacher said to Dr. Melia that D manages ‘... quite well in the school context once routines are established.’  She reported that her main concerns about D were in respect of her not understanding simple instructions, seeming forgetful, having obsessions and not being able to soothe herself after becoming upset or frustrated over seemingly minor triggers.  During the assessment, with the use of ‘feeling cards’, D showed missing her old family, mentioning her father and her grandparents.  She then added her mother.  She referred to them by first names and noted sometimes feeling cross with [the foster carers], because she was not with her old family.  Dr. Melia recorded the results of her WPPSI-III testing of D’s IQ as follows: verbal IQ low average; performance IQ extremely low; full scale IQ (67) extremely low.  


		In Dr. Melia’s ‘Conclusions and Recommendations’, she stated, ‘... the assessment identified that D has clear learning difficulties.’  She said that historically and in her current behaviour D shows features that are clearly consistent with an autistic spectrum disorder, there being longstanding concerns in terms of her social skill, development, play and social language, poor eye contact and behaviours such as echolalia [the automatic repetition of things said by another person] and flapping.  Dr. Melia’s observations of D clearly indicated D as being rigid and concrete in her thinking, and as being one who tries to make sense of the world in black and white terms.  Dr. Melia’s opinion is that D has a poor understanding of social context and how to behave in particular settings.  Although she is still very little, her communication shows poor understanding of how she needs to adjust what she is saying so that another person can understand her perspective.  She struggles to understand the intentions, beliefs or feelings of others and to use their ‘cues’ to inform her own social behaviour.  She has some clearly preoccupied interests and anxieties at times with very poor emotional and self-regulation.  Dr. Melia goes on, ‘... I would suggest the most important need right now is for D to receive a package of support to meet her general learning, emotional and social needs.’  She recommends that a formal diagnosis of D be made only when D has achieved some stability, because it is as yet ‘…unclear what contribution her parents’ mental health difficulties, emotion regulation deficits and distorted thinking and perceptions may have made to D’s presentation.’  Dr. Melia describes D (as at October 2014) as well accepted and supported both at home and school.  She recommends considering an application for a Statement of Educational Needs to help D engage more effectively in learning with one to one support.  She made various other recommendations which I need not set out.


		That is an overview of the expert evidence before me relating to D.  She has not seen the parents nor her grandparents since August 2013.  It seems that the intention of Local Authority A at that time was to set up a final contact for her with her family members pursuant to the care plan then approved by Judge R in December 2012 (although subject to the father’s still pending application to the Court of Appeal for permission to appeal that decision).  Neither the parents nor the grandparents were responsive to the efforts of Local Authority A to arrange final contact sessions, nor again did the parents attend an appointment offered them on 13th May 2014 to assess the management of their proposed indirect contact with D.  D’s life has now been on hold, as I have said, for two years and three months and she clearly needs to know her long term plans.  Rachel Payne reported in October 2014 just after the father’s appeal over D was allowed, that D had asked her foster parents when she would be getting a new Mummy and Daddy and whether she would be staying with them (the foster parents) until she became an adult.



H.  The law  
	Where there are allegations or assertions made and it is intended to make any finding the burden is on the party making the assertion.  The standard of proof is the balance of probabilities.  I need to be cautious about information deriving from persons I have not seen or heard.  In respect specifically of the application for a discharge of the care order regarding C it is for the parents to show that such discharge would be in her best interests, her welfare being paramount in taking that decision.  It is very rare to go back to revisit the circumstances in which a child was taken into care and, for good reasons, I have not been asked to do so.  I would not have done so because, to state the obvious, we are where we are regarding C, whether one likes it or not.  In respect of her, I have to bear in mind the Section 1(3) checklist in the Children Act 1989, which I will run through later.  As regards the continued suspension of contact, contact is the norm under the Children Act 1989 and it is for the Local Authority to show why it is in the best interests of C for it to remain suspended and not be restored.  

		As regards D, I must first be satisfied that Local Authority A has proved the threshold is met for state intervention in her life and in the family’s life.  Thus under Section 31(2) of the Children Act 1989 I may only make a care order in respect of her if satisfied that she ‘is suffering’ (which no-one suggests) or ‘is likely to suffer’ significant harm and that the likelihood of such harm is attributable to the care likely to be given to her if the order were not made, not being what it would be reasonable to expect a parent to give her.  Harm is defined to include the impairment of health or development.  Development means physical, intellectual, emotional, social or behavioural development; and health means physical or mental health.


		In her threshold statement dated 29th May 2015, since amended, Miss Thomas has taken the threshold date as 23rd February 2012, around the time that Local Authority A took over from Local Authority B as the designated Local Authority.  There is no dissent to or disagreement about that and (although in fact protective measures have been in place almost all D’s life) the precise date selected is of no consequence, because the case is based on alleged future likelihood of harm, not past actual harm.  So I am content with February 2012 as being the date for the threshold to have to be met.


		If I am satisfied that the threshold is met, then I have to consider D’s welfare as paramount when applying the twin checklists (i) under section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989 when deciding whether to make a care or supervision order and (ii) under section 1(2)(4) of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 when deciding whether to make a placement order.  Section 1(2) of the latter Act provides that the paramount consideration of the court must be D’s welfare throughout her life.  I shall run through the welfare checklists regarding D shortly.  Before a placement order can be made a child has to be the subject of a care order (or certain other conditions have to be met) and the court may only make such an order if, in the case of each parent, it is satisfied either that the parent has consented to the child being placed for adoption or that the parents’ consent should be dispensed with (section 21 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002).  The court cannot dispense with the consent of any parent to the child being placed for adoption unless it is satisfied that ‘... the welfare of the child requires the consent to be dispensed with’ (section 52(1)(b) of the Adoption and Children Act 2002).


		The law in respect of placement for adoption has been definitively stated in Re B (A Child) [2013] 2 FLR 1075 where Baroness Hale of Richmond stated that: 

‘... the test for severing the relationship between parent and child is very strict: only in exceptional circumstances and where motivated by overriding requirements pertaining to the child’s welfare, in short where nothing else will do.’
Later she said at paragraph 215:
‘... we all agree that an order compulsorily severing the ties between a child and her parents can only be made if justified by an overriding requirement pertaining to the child’s best interests.  In other words, the test is one of necessity.  Nothing else will do.’
It is not enough to show that a child could be placed in a more beneficial environment.  Placement has to be the only viable option for the child’s future care and upbringing.  Hence in section 52(1)(b) above the word ‘requires’ has the connotation of an imperative, that which is demanded rather than merely optional, reasonable or desirable: Re P (Placement Orders) [2008] 2 FLR 625 (CA).  

In Darlington Borough Council v M & Ors. [2015] EWFC 11, the President of the Family Division, Sir James Munby, cited with approval the ‘wise and powerful’ words of Hedley J in Re L (Care: Threshold Criteria) [2007] 1 FLR 2050, that:
‘... society must be willing to tolerate very diverse standards of parenting, including the eccentric, the barely adequate and the inconsistent.  It follows too that children will inevitably have both very different experiences of parenting and very unequal consequences flowing from it.  It means that some children will experience disadvantage and harm, while others flourish in atmospheres of loving security and emotional stability.  These are the consequences of our vulnerable humanity and it is not the provenance of the State to spare children the consequences of defective parenting.’
The President in Darlington then cited from the judgment of Lord Wilson of Culworth in Re B above, who agreed with a formulation by counsel in that case that:
‘... many parents are hypochondriacs, many parents are criminals or benefit cheats, many parents discriminate against ethnic or sexual minorities, many parents support vile or political parties or belong to unusual, militant religions.  All of these follies are visited on our children, who may well adopt or model them in their own lives, but those children could not be removed for those reasons.’
Finally, the President in Darlington adopted another observation of Lady Hale’s at paragraph 143 of Re B where she said:
‘... we are all frail human beings, with our fair share of unattractive character traits, which sometimes manifest themselves into bad behaviours which may be copied by our children.  But the State does not and cannot take away the children of all people who commit crimes, who abuse alcohol or drugs, who suffer from physical or mental illnesses or disabilities, or have antisocial political or religious beliefs.’

Those passages are of immense and particular significance in determining a case such as this, which turns as regards D on an assessment as to the future and as to whether there is a proven likelihood of significant (emotional) harm based on a factual basis for making such an evaluation.


I.  Findings  
	After considering everything I have read, heard and seen during this hearing I make the following findings.  They are additional to the findings that I have already made whilst going through some of the issues above.  
(a)  	I accept, as I said at the outset, that when D was living at home and when she lived with her mother at her grandparents home in 2012, she was much loved and well cared for.  I also accept that C was much loved when she was living at home, although I cannot comment meaningfully on the quality of her care, because in the nature of things it has not been examined at this hearing.  D was physically well and attended all her immunisations and health visiting appointments.  She attended the nursery properly and the parents would phone in to say if she was ill.  I repeat that the numerous photographs which the mother has asked me to look at and the eighteen DVDs (which includes the two about the European Parliament) put in by the father show both girls interacting happily within their family.  I accept that the father and the mother are non-drinkers and non-smokers.  There are no criminal convictions in the family.  The grandparents too are decent people who love their grandchildren, who brought up their own children, who worked hard until retirement and who would never have expected to become involved with Social Services; nor for that matter to be contemplating the care of two children when in their seventies.
(b) 	Unhappily, however, I am satisfied on the expert evidence and on everything I have seen, heard and read, that the father has been and is now mentally unwell.  He does not recognise this, nor does the mother, nor do the grandparents.  There is, however, abundant and solid evidence for that conclusion.  Specifically I refer to the opinions of Dr. Mumford, Dr. Pilgrim, Dr. McGeown and Professor Mortimer.  I also refer to the contents of Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3.  Initially the contents of those three lever-arch files seem sometimes completely incomprehensible.  This is partly because of the father’s idiosyncratic writing style and partly, as I have said, because many of the attachments are missing.  However, I have come to realise as the case has gone on, particularly on hearing the father, that there is underlying his tortured logic a just about intelligible reason for why he fires off most of the complaints and demands which he does.  Most emails, with some exceptions, can be seen to relate essentially to his sense of grievance about the loss of the children and his obsessive but unsupported beliefs that this is based on multiple conspiracies, malpractices, lies and hidden agendas.  Unfortunately, these paranoid and distorted beliefs have led him to overreact beyond the bounds of reason with cross-references in his mind to other people, organisations and events having in reality nothing to do with his children.  They, the children, become joined into his whistleblowing-type campaigns, because his mental ill-health distorts his ability to see things in proportion and to distinguish as regards the children the relevant from the irrelevant.  Through his distorted thinking, much of his time must have been taken up with researching supposed culpabilities and pursuing them, often in a grandiose manner, without apparent empathy for those on the receiving end, nor for the inconvenience which he may have been causing to third parties.  These suspicions and beliefs have unhappily been fuelled by the coincidence of Local Authority B having been placed by the government into a form of trust and by [certain] scandals emerging locally in places like [named], as extensively reported in the media.
(c) 	I find that the contents of Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3 justify the use of the words ‘distorted’ and ‘grandiose’ in the last paragraph.  Just to give a flavour of what I mean, they contain the following sorts of things: sent to Her Honour Judge L, a newspaper item about women with hourglass figures having brains to go with their curves; to Local Authority A, accusing Kerry Chafer of running paedophile activities and money laundering; to Local Authority A, declaring Kerry Chafer to be ‘linked to’ dwarfism and gross obesity; sent to the Children’s Guardian’s solicitors, various press cuttings including, ‘Commons to get in-house mental health clinic for MPs suffering from depression’ and ‘One in five struggle to have a baby’; complaints about Local Authority A Social Services running with an imbalance of female and male social workers, making it dysfunctional; complaining to the Royal Mail that it had illegally delivered to him a notice which had arrived late about a parenting education meeting; asserting that the children’s guardian’s solicitor has a ‘gross and autistic daughter’; to the European Parliament about Tesco’s selling a hi-fi system with some label or leaflet promoting adoption; to Professor Mortimer, threatening to report her to the police; to [named] University concerning Professor Mortimer and reminding them that ‘the case is listed at the International Criminal Court in the Hague’; reference to an article about prisoners in cages; to Zurich Insurance PLC concerning an ex-employee of theirs’ who was ‘linked to’ Local Authority B’s street window display promoting adoption; to Amazon concerning a former Mayor of Local Authority B, because they were selling a book which he had written; to the publishers of that book, telling them to end their contract with the author and saying that the subject matter of the book (a very prominent politician) would himself be served with court notice about it; to Ofsted about its former female chair five years previously who had recently made sexual disclosures about herself in the newspapers; to the college or academy where that woman now works, advising them to remove her from her Chair, with reference to ‘child trafficking, money laundering, forced adoption, birth parental suicide and genocide’ and with references to the Crown Prosecution Service and the European Parliament; to Local Authority A, complaining about a social worker having ‘infiltrated’ McDonald’s by having an interview with a child (not connected with this case) and the child’s mother there; to the website ‘Just Giving’ about the Mayor of [town named], who had posed for a nude charity calendar, requesting details of the publishers and distributors of that calendar; a complaint about a prominent cabinet member who had publically said something about people coming to London for sex, stating that he must step down or be removed; to Ofsted requesting the arrest of ‘named social workers’; to the Electoral Commission about its alleged link with a television programme on adoptions and with a particular trades union; to a sign manufacturer complaining of signs on a local roundabout encouraging fostering and adoption, referring to a claim for substantial compensation and mentioning the international criminal court; a ‘To Whom it May Concern’ about the ‘continual adverse, unnecessary abuse holocaust distribution of NHS medication to hundreds of thousands of UK civilians’; to the Archbishop of Canterbury about ‘a named social worker’ not taking Easter gifts to D; to two librarians at a local library, complaining about posters there encouraging people to foster or adopt, saying that he had given them several days to remove those posters and that they would be ‘challenged to the Press Complaints Commission and others’; to [the] Police requesting consideration of the arrest of the art therapist at the H Children’s Unit and H’s directors on the grounds of fraud and embezzling up to £300,000 from the public purse; to Sports Direct because it had announced that it had entered into a ‘put option agreement’ relating to Tesco PLC shares.  I have noted more than fifty individuals and organisations (ignoring just copying in) to whom the father has sent correspondence, including by way of example [named] University, [named] University, [named] University, the Parliamentary Ombudsman, the International Criminal Court at the Hague, the police, the DPP, the Leadership Foundation for Higher Education, the RSPCA, News Corporation, Zurich Insurance, the Criminal Cases Review Commission, Tesco, the British Humanist Association, and so on.  By way of further example, one or two of the newspaper articles annexed to his communications have the following headlines: ‘Born junkies.  Three babies hooked on heroin or crack are delivered every day’; ‘Children of obese Mums likely to die younger’; ‘Labour and NHS stitch-up’; ‘Council anger over naked town mayor’ (a charity calendar); ‘Cameron’s attempt to do God faces test of faith by electorate’; ‘Labour reforms fail to convince voters’; and ‘Ministers ask Charles: Can we take away your powers?’
(d) 	It is not only the contents of the father’s Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3 which demonstrate his abnormal thinking process and ability to see things in normal proportion, but almost more so his insistence that I should read those bundles as being supportive of his case in respect of his children.  The reality is that they help to justify and support the conclusions of Professor Mortimer.  Her Honour Judge P QC made the same point (at paragraph 72 above) in April 2009.  Professor Mortimer told me in evidence that although she had not read all the father’s documents in the three bundles, she had read enough to recognise them as being ‘... typical of the sort of material produced by persons with this type of mental disorder.’  When it was put to her by Mr. Godfrey on instructions that she had given ‘totally false and biassed weight’ to the cases of the local authorities and had ignored the father’s case, she disagreed, saying that she had not ignored the father’s material, but on the contrary had ‘... used it in arriving at her professional diagnosis and conclusions.’
(e) 	Unhappily both the mother and the grandparents have been so influenced by the strength and persistence of the father’s beliefs about the targeting of the family, conspiracies and fabrications that they have come to absorb these beliefs which have become part of their own respective mindsets.  This has been painfully but abundantly obvious (i) from everything which each of them has said to the social workers, (ii) from the questions which they have caused to be put in cross-examination (or in the grandparents’ case have put themselves) to the local authorities’ witnesses and (iii) from their evidence in the witness box.  They have become embroiled with the father’s views and beliefs, however improbable and however lacking in evidential support.
(f) 	The father’s refusal to cooperate in an up-to-date psychiatric examination, as strongly advised by McFarlane LJ in October 2014 and repeated by myself in January 2015, and his refusal to speak to the Children’s Guardian, have greatly diminished his prospects within these proceedings.  I doubt that this is a product of stubbornness, for I can see that he can be a pleasant and cooperative person.  I suspect it is more a product of his mental ill-health and his complete inability to see that there would be a benefit to him (and thus to all the family, including the children) from an up-to-date psychiatric diagnosis, coupled with whatever medication or other help a consultant psychiatrist might offer.  The mother too has diminished her prospects by refusing to have an up-to-date psychological assessment, or to meet with the children’s guardian.  An up-to-date psychological assessment of her would have been invaluable as to whether she has fully and truly embraced the father’s beliefs, or whether she is simply unable to confront and challenge him.  These refusals by both parents demonstrate a lack of insight into what materials a court needs to determine a difficult case like this in the best interests of the children.
(g) 	I accept the diagnosis by Professor Mortimer, albeit limited to being a paper exercise, that there does exist a ‘folie à deux’ between the mother and the father.  I further accept the Professor’s view, as to which she is in agreement with the previous psychiatric and psychological experts, that the father will stay as he is without treatment.  She gives the opinion that there is ‘... no hope at all of any spontaneous resolution’.  I accept that opinion.  She advises that the natural course of untreated schizophrenia is a gradual, slow cognitive decline, with the defects tending to be in reasoning, judgment, memory and concentration.  This is a sad prognosis, but that is what it is.
(h) 	I am satisfied from everything I have seen and heard that those social workers, health visitor, nursery school workers, care home staff and contact supervisors who have made statements and/or whom I have heard in evidence have carried out their duties and functions with due professionalism, without dishonesty or fabrication and in pursuit of what they have considered would best serve the welfare of the respective children.  The proposition only has to be stated that all these professionals have been drawn into a conspiracy involving dishonesty and perjury by a wish to get back at the parents for some complaint the parents made about C’s school in 2005, to realise how fantastic it actually is.  Yet the family members have become blind to this and in the case of the mother and grandparents have become disabled from critically examining or challenging it.  As Miss Stanistreet put in cross-examination, the father’s case involves professionals in every discipline involving three counties over ten years having actively lied and made things up in order to get the children into care: yet that is the case relied on by the family members.
(i) 	I find that whilst, as seen on the DVDs, the father can be pleasant and charming, there is also a blustering and domineering side to him, when he can be insistent on getting his own way over things which he sees as important.  On occasions I find that he has behaved in intimidating ways, as appears in places throughout the evidence, including with professionals such as social workers and at the nursery.  This makes it extremely difficult to reason with him or to discuss things usefully with him: reference for example Rachel Payne’s efforts to discuss with him Dr. Melia’s psychological report, in respect of which she effectively had to give up.  Further, the mother and the father have had a habit of simply not turning up on occasions for meetings about the children.
(j) 	I find that, although D did eventually have the various recommended and clearly necessary assessments (first advised by Dr. Knight-Jones in November 2010 and as mentioned in the contracts of expectation of February 2011 and February 2012), the mother and father were mainly oppositional to them.  They did not think they were necessary.  They refused to go along with social work and nursery advice about SEN funding for extra one to one help, on the illogical basis that this would ‘label’ D, when the whole idea of such extra help was that she would then keep up with her peers when moving on to her first school.  It took the interim care order in mid-2012 before the extra funding could be obtained.  When Mrs. Monks explained her observation of D’s delay at the nursery to the father, he called them ‘rubbish’.  He said in cross-examination that the one to one help eventually obtained for D by the professionals had not helped her at all.
(k) 	I find that the situation when the mother and D lived with the grandparents was an increasingly difficult one and I accept that the grandparents admitted as much to Miss Chafer.  It is quite understandable why this should have been so.  I find, however, like Mrs. Recorder Q, that the tensions have (as happens) been minimised in the minds of the mother and the grandparents.  It was not a situation which would indefinitely have continued to provide D with a calm and stress-free environment.  I accept that the grandparents told Kerry Chafer that the father was overstaying his contact at times (not just being allowed to make up lost time when public transport made him late) and that they found it difficult to challenge him.  It is clear that they were told by Social Services after the mother’s 999 call on 21st August 2012 not to leave the mother alone with D, but that they did so (ie did leave the mother alone with D) in the firm belief that this was justified, as there was no way the mother would harm D.  This must raise serious concerns if D were to be in the grandparents’ care about their ability to protect D against the emotional pressure likely (as I find) to be imposed on them by the mother and father’s strong views about getting the children back to their home.
(l) 	It is a fact, and I so find, that all the family members have an antipathy to the Social Services with whom (along with other agencies) there would absolutely have to be cooperation if D lived within the family.  Even putting the family’s case at its very highest, no outcome could reasonably be countenanced without at the very least a supervision order.  The father stated in his most up-to-date statement (23rd February 2015): ‘... I do not like the local authorities and do not want their involvement in my family.’  The mother told me that she sees the children and the family members as ‘victims’ and that ‘... I want nothing to do with the Social Services any more.  I want no involvement with them, because I hate them.’  The grandfather spoke in his evidence of anyone having dealings with the Social Services as being ‘in for a life of hell.’
(m) 	I find it to be extremely likely, indeed virtually unavoidable, that any child living with the father and mother would be exposed to their distorted views and beliefs across a wide range of areas.  It would involve such a child being brought up in an ethos where those in positions of a sort of authority (schools, social workers, health visitors and so on) are seen as conspiring, lying and acting with motives of personal gain or promotion.  There would be surrounding such a child a sense of the morality of ‘whistleblowing’ in respect of persons with whom one has no particular relationship or connection and of the appropriateness of setting oneself up as a sort of guardian of public probity.  There would be an absence of inhibition in expressing hurtful views about others, for example that another person is an ‘obese dwarf’.  (Both children incidentally have issues with eating).  This lack of normal inhibition and of empathy for others would be harmful to an impressionable child, all the more so given Professor Mortimer’s prognosis that the likely prognosis of the father’s mental health is downhill.


J.  Conclusion in respect of C  
	I have already referred to the section 1(3) checklist to be performed against the underlying principle of C’s welfare being paramount.  As to her ascertainable wishes and feelings, I frankly do not think that at the present time these are actually ascertainable.  In 2014 she veered between enjoying her parents’ company and lashing out at them (as I find) both physically and by the things she said.  The preponderance of her utterances since the distressing contact occasion on 4th September 2014 have been negative about even seeing them, let alone moving to live with them.  On the other hand, she might prefer home to the thought of continuing in a residential unit.  I just do not think we can discern at the present time what outcome she would most like to see in her life.  As to C’s physical, emotional and educational needs, she has expressed satisfaction with the school, which must have been selected with special attention to her particular needs.  Her emotional needs need to be met by patient, consistent and very firm but fair boundaries and routines skilfully enforced (extremely difficult although this is now going to be).  As to the likely effect of any change in her circumstances, one can only say that she has moved about so much in the past that a period of time in the kind of very small unit specifically advised by Dr. Eke would appear to be the best plan, in circumstances which no-one would have chosen in the first place.  A change in her circumstances to living with her parents or grandparents, with all the difficulties already discussed, would be highly likely to create further anxieties for her.  There would be all sorts of conflicting and quite probably overwhelming emotions.  If as seems probable it broke down, then she would be faced with yet another ‘failure’ in her short life, with consequential trauma and a yet further period of re-adjustment to some other form of state-organised care.  

		As to C’s age, sex, background and any special characteristics of her’s, these are apparent from what has gone before and by reading the F Unit’s records.  She has the characteristics of being extremely troubled, confused and unhappy arising from all aspects of her upbringing, with the consequence that she shows hugely challenging and disruptive behaviours on an almost daily basis.  As to any harm which C has suffered or is at the risk of suffering, it is abundantly clear from her present sad circumstances that she has suffered great harm from her life’s experiences.  Understandably, the family put this down to her time in care, believing her to have been perfectly alright until she went into care.  This is not however borne out by an open-minded and objective review of all the records relating to the entirety of her life; nor by the previous findings of the court in the person of Her Honour Judge P QC.  The finding in 2007 was that C had suffered and was likely to suffer significant harm with her parents; and, in 2009, Her Honour Judge P attributed the responsibility for C’s difficulties at that time largely if not entirely, to them.  


		As for the capability of the parents and grandparents of meeting C’s needs, I have effectively covered this consideration above.  As Local Authority A have said, with the endorsement of the Children’s Guardian who independently represents the children, the family cannot meet C’s needs, because they cannot see further than the belief that all her problems have been caused by her treatment in care and that all would be well if she were back within the family.  It is easy to conclude that care has not served C well, in that she is now the unhappy and distressed teenager she clearly is.  That is not, however, to say that those caring for C have not done their best for her and in what they have seen as being her best interests.  Nor is it to say that she would have been any better if left within the family, faced with the deficiencies of parental care identified by Her Honour Judge P QC.  It is not to say that a discharge of the care order would be in her interests and I am not persuaded that it would be. 


		As to contact to C, Local Authority B have evolved a contact plan whereby following this hearing they will offer to work with the grandparents in helping them to gain an understanding of this judgment and of the father’s communications in Supplemental Bundles 1, 2 and 3.  If some insight is gained into C’s needs at contact, and if the grandparents show themselves able to accept advice as to how to deal with the sort of things she might say and do, then contact to the grandparents would be re-introduced to see how it went.  For the time being Local Authority B do not propose to include the parents in this, on the basis that it would or could be overwhelming for C whilst re-introduction of contact with the grandparents was being attempted.  If such a re-introduction to the grandparents succeeded, and if the parents could show some insight into C’s needs following this judgment and could show themselves able to accept advice as to how to deal with the things she might say and do, then there could be a possibility of a further attempt to re-introduce contact between C and the parents in due course.  That is not, however, intended to be in any way imminent; nor is grandparental contact, if it restarts, necessarily to act as a conduit to parental contact.  These plans about contact to C seem to the Children’s Guardian and to me to be reasonable and proportionate and in C’s best interests.  I therefore approve them.  They will require a continued section 34(4) direction permitting Local Authority B to continue to refuse the parents contact, but against the backdrop of the plan just mentioned.  I will make such a direction and I ask that there be a preamble referring to the plan.



K.  Conclusion in respect of D  
	The first question is whether the threshold for state intervention in the life of D and of the family is met.  In this context I need to bear particularly in mind the President’s second fundamental point in the Darlington case above.  He stressed at paragraph 12 the need to demonstrate why ‘... facts A plus B plus C justify the conclusion that the child has suffered or is at risk of suffering significant harm of types X, Y or Z.’  He continues that:
‘... sometimes the linkage will be very obvious as where the fact proved is physical harm, but the linkage may be very much less obvious when the allegation is only that the child is at risk of suffering emotional harm or, as in the present case, at risk of suffering neglect.’  [Emphasis added].
Here there is no doubt in my mind that the necessary ‘linkage’ is established, in particular by the specific findings which I have set out in Part I above.  As I have explained, D would be exposed to all the outward signs of the father’s mental ill-health, which he and the other family members do not recognise.  It is likely to get worse with time, per Professor Mortimer.  In the care of her parents D would be likely to be brought up within a world of suspicion, criticism and disinhibition from making remarks which most people would find offensive; a world of disproportionate overreaction to perceived slights and petty mistakes; a world where people doing their best are seen as targeting, conspiring and fabricating; where newspaper cuttings are sent around, having sometimes little, if any, connection to the point in hand; where the police are sent in to arrest people; where it is accepted that one can write to cause someone’s grant to be cut off; where retailers are told to desist selling some product, social workers to lose weight and pregnant women not to work; where librarians are told to remove posters and signs which others would find inoffensive or would simply ignore.  An upbringing in this sort of atmosphere coupled, as has happened (which I find) with remarks in front of her about the unjustified loss of C from the family, would be likely to cause D to embrace such belief systems, or to find her own thinking influenced by them.  This would be to the detriment of her growing up amongst her peers and in society generally as a reasonably well-balanced individual.  Unhappily, there would be no protective element in the situation from the mother or currently from the grandparents, being totally imbued with the father’s beliefs.  The fact of the mother’s hesitancy in caring for D and in picking up on her ‘cues’ as to her wishes and needs is concerning, but pales into relative insignificance by comparison with the risk to D from the father’s untreated and unacknowledged mental ill-health.  In the result, I find the threshold regarding D to be met on the basis of a likelihood of significant emotional harm.

		Therefore, I have to evaluate D’s future on the basis that the paramount consideration is her welfare throughout her life.  It is necessary since the care plan is one of adoption that the checklist in the Children Act 1989 and the checklist in the Adoption and Children Act 2002 are both considered.  In short I adopt the welfare checklist analysis set out by the Children’s Guardian in her report for a placement order dated 16th February 2015 at internal page 7, page 728 of the main bundle.  As to D’s wishes and feelings I agree with the Children’s Guardian that D is not of a sufficient age to express an informed view regarding such a difficult question.  Clearly, she would wish to be within a safe, loving, secure environment where her needs were consistently met.  She is clearly already aware (see above) that this may be with a new ‘forever’ family, not her own family, whom she has not (for whatever reason) seen for nineteen months.  As to D’s particular needs, she has all the needs of any child as just mentioned, but also the additional needs identified by Dr. Melia, whose evidence I accept, as arising from her learning difficulties.  She needs consistent care from carers who can acknowledge those needs and meet them with support willingly received from relevant agencies.  D needs permanence and a sense of belonging.  


		As to the likely effect on D of having ceased to be a member of her birth family and becoming adopted, all the usual considerations apply to D as apply to any child.  She would have the detriment of losing her birth family, and of losing her immediate and direct contact with her roots through the society of her parents, her grandparents and other relatives, including C.  She might as she becomes more mature come to regret and resent this loss.  She has a right to respect to her right for a life within her birth family, unless overriding considerations relating to her welfare make this impossible because it would be seriously detrimental to her.  On the other hand, by way of adoption D would be brought up by a new family which would have been matched with her specifically in mind and having regard to her particular needs; a family who would have made an investment in looking after her for her childhood and beyond.  If as I have found, D would be likely to suffer significant emotional harm within her natural family and this is unlikely to change and would significantly impede her healthy emotional and social development, then an upbringing elsewhere is effectively what it has to be.  


		As between adoption and long-term fostering I agree with the tabulation of the advantages and disadvantages of each as laid out by the Children’s Guardian at page 729 of the main bundle.  As in every case, adoption would provide permanency, security, stability, consistency and a sense of belonging; but it would sever her relationship with her natural family, having an irreversible impact on her sense of heritage and identity.  Long-term fostering conversely would not sever the natural family relationship and would not therefore impact on her sense of identity and roots, at least not in theory.  The mystery of adoption and the risk of subsequent regret and resentment of it would not arise.  On the other hand, the status of long-term fostering would confer no sense of permanence and would leave D at risk of being the subject of future legal proceedings.  Foster placements can be more easily terminated, whether by the foster carers themselves, by the local authority, by the natural parents or even by the child.  If continued involvement with the parents were attempted, as it might be, there would be the real risk of the foster placement being undermined, as has been seen with C (through the things said to her about coming home).  Further, in long-term foster care, D would remain the subject of the involvement of Children Services, with ongoing meetings, reviews and appraisals.  She would have an allocated social worker or consecutive workers and would be subject to regulations.  As to D’s age, sex, background and characteristics, I consider these have been sufficiently covered, as indeed has the harm which D is at risk of suffering.  As to the relationship which D has with her relatives and the other considerations in section 1(4)(f) of the 2002 Act, clearly D’s close relatives are more than willing to provide for her.  Their wishes are for her to be returned home and with no further social work involvement.  However, if this cannot happen for all the reasons set out above, then (although taken into account) the wishes and feelings of D’s relatives cannot weigh decisively in the evaluation exercise.  The family would still have much to offer her (if they are willing) by consistent compliance with the plans for indirect contact.  The Children’s Guardian is satisfied, and I agree, that all possible placements within the extended family have been investigated by Local Authority A; but without success.  The remaining sections of section 1(3) of the 1989 Act have already been sufficiently covered, save perhaps for (g) (the range of powers available to the court) which I have well in mind.


		I need to consider all the options for D holistically, not picking the possibilities off one by one and becoming left with the ‘last option standing.’  I am satisfied, reviewing the pros and cons of every option available to me and weighing them against each other, that there is no combination of living within the family (mother and father; mother alone; mother with the grandparents; or grandparents alone) which would sufficiently diminish the risks of significant emotional harm to D within the family, due essentially to the father’s mental ill-health.  This is not a matter of blame or culpability.  In reaching that conclusion I have set against an upbringing within the family all the disadvantages of adoption or long-term fostering.


		I conclude that the realistic choice comes down to one of fostering or adoption.  Neither is a panacea.  Neither is guaranteed success.  One can only do one’s best.  On careful consideration, I have come to the conclusion that the advantages of adoption for D outweigh its possible disadvantages.  Conversely, I consider that the disadvantages of long-term fostering for her outweigh its advantages.  In the result I accept the opinion of Local Authority A supported by the Children’s Guardian on behalf of D herself that the outcome which would be most likely to serve her best interests throughout her life is that of adoption.


		As I have said, for a placement for adoption order to be made, the consent of each parent needs to be dispensed with on the basis that the welfare of the child requires it to be.  For all the reasons already discussed, D’s most potent need at this time in her life is for permanency.  It is not in her interests to be, as C has been (and one sees many repetitions as between C’s life and D’s life) in a situation of long-term fostering, with the disadvantage of the continuing legal ties to a natural family dissatisfied with the arrangements, unable to see why she should not be living at home and determined to have her home if possible.  I do conclude therefore that it is necessary in D’s interests to dispense with the consent of the mother and the father to a placement order, subject to one point referred to in a moment.  Such an order will therefore be made for a second time.  I am only sorry that the family have had to go through such a stressful and sad process twice.  Before actually making a placement order I do have to invite any party to comment on the proposed contact arrangements which Local Authority A have in mind, which is annual letterbox contact.  Does anybody wish to comment on that? 


(Following further submissions by the grandparents)

	As I have said, I have listened to this case with the greatest of sympathy, but the reasons in the Judgment still pertain and I will not repeat them.  If I could have made an order which would have kept the children in your family, Mr. [grandfather], I would have done so, believe me.  I have to consider the question of contact before making a placement order in accordance with the welfare checklist in the 2002 Act.  I conclude, having done so, that actual face to face contact to D at this stage would be contrary to her best interests.  She would not know if she were coming or going frankly, having not seen the family since August 2013 and being told that she is on the point of being placed for adoption.  Any meeting or meetings would be highly emotional for the natural family and I am not at all sure that they would be able to contain their emotions or keep them from D.  I would be very concerned that they would feel they were just giving D hope by saying things that would confuse her and make the transition which she now has to make greatly more difficult.  I can see no realistic way that any contact directly could be in D’s interests, painful though this is for the family members.  Mr. [grandfather] and Mrs. [grandmother] have just addressed me movingly on this point, but there has to be a placement order and there has to be no order for direct contact; but rather approval of the care plan, which is for annual letterbox contact between D and the parents and grandparents.

Note.  On 14th July 2015 the Court of Appeal refused F/parents permission to appeal.

[The Appendix follows.]
	__________

APPENDIX REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH 44 OF JUDGMENT DELIVERED 2ND APRIL 2015.

PART 1:  DIGEST OF F’S SUPPLENTAL BUNDLES 1, 2, & 3

[Note:
The father’s three Supplemental Bundles of evidence (about 1,400 pages in three lever-arch files) require at least 2 very full days of reading, if done thoroughly and thoughtfully.  As this amount of time is not generally realistic, and as the three files concerned cannot be annexed to the Judgment, I have attempted a digest of their contents in this Annex.

The father’s idiosyncratic writing style and his use of numbers for people and events makes précising difficult, if it is to put over how he thinks without doing him an injustice by failing to show the basis for his perceived grievances or the links which he makes between different people and organisations.  The only real solution is to defer to the original bundles.

The selection of extracts in the Appendix is not intended to imply that there are not also communications by the father in his three Supplemental Bundles which are in reasonable terms and which express clearly enough his views, wishes and complaints.  That there are such letters is demonstrated by a full reading of the bundles.

I have noted in this Appendix the page numbers of the extracted material.  Where the dates of communications are not clearly stated, I have on occasions taken the date shown at the bottom right hand side of the page.  This may only be the date of downloading, not the date of actual sending.

Where comments are necessary in an attempt to explain or clarify, I have generally used italics.  I have tried to follow the father’s particular use of punctuation and of upper and lower case.

The communications in the three lever arch files are not all in chronological order and some documents are repetitive.  In particular, bundles 2 and 3 as presented to me were reversed.  I have purposely not rearranged the order here (to avoid confusion); but to read the material in chronological order, read Suppl. Bundle 3 before Supplemental Bundle 2.

I reiterate that this Appendix is only ever going to be second-best and that the only real way to get a feel for the father’s highly unusual communications and his thinking behind the links which he makes, is by reading his three lever-arch files in full.]


(i)  F’s Supplemental Bundle 1: from 25.07.05 to 14.12.13:


25.7.05: e-mail to Ruth Kelly, the Secretary of State for Education, to complain that the headmistress at the local infant school had referred a child under 5 child [presumably C] to a primary care trust clinic ‘against the parents written consent’.  Requesting an investigation of this, suggesting that all parents of that age group be given ‘a standard of practice right not to participate, as teachers are witnessed taking inscrutable advantage of vulnerable children and their parents’.  [785].

17.10.05: letter to [named] County Council to complain that the head teacher of C’s school “…is still withholding up to 4 months back-dated data documents attachment notes, or has destroyed vital evidence in our case file against her and her employees”.  [789].

26.11.07: e-mail to Her Honour Judge L stating: “…attention is brought to the discovery [according to an item in the Daily Mail] that high levels of omega 3 which is essential for brain power are discovered in women and girls with curvy hips …Omega 3 is claimed to stave off 5 major illnesses…  The said is added to the defendants factual findings research defence”.  [810].

26.11.07: to William Dache, Solicitors (whom the father was asking to ‘…assist with the High Court documentation’): “…The defending parents refused to attend a hearing that does not hear factual defendant evidence…  Any care order [the care order regarding C had been made 3 days previously on 23.11.07] does not stand, as it would be in inherent breach of prior outlined breaches as outlined in the defendant Chronology documents prior faced to the case file Judge.”  [812].

24.11.07: e-mail to HH Judge L stating “…the defendant suggests that his original medical files and or the computer generated image of his medical files were withheld and have been inappropriate adverse tampered with to gain a criminal intent advantage to the local authority in a family court…”.  [813].

From 11.11.07 to 22.11.07: 11 emails to HH Judge L [814 to 824].

21.11.07: e-mail to HH Judge L (referring to an item in the Daily Mail about ‘Social services behaviour causing mental health problems’): “…I remind that the case file defending family FLED their home in [named] to [named] and then FLED their home in [named] for work and education in [named]”.  [815].

10.05.08: e-mail to [named] Primary Care Trust, complaining that they (the Care Trust) did not have parental permission to receive a referral to them of [presumably] C and stating that they had “…falsified a situation that did not exist” and had passed illegal copies of documents so that the family had to flee [town named].  Reference to the case file having been sent to the Royal College of Paediatrics, and to [named]  governing authority, with copy to Local Government Ombudsman, the Parliamentary Ombudsman and the General Medical Council.  [826].

11.11.12: to MV, Chief Executive Local Authority A Council, expressing concern about “your API “LINK” activities of copycat-fraud chronologies” [presumably to do with fostering and adoption or similar]: “…I shall be passing these findings to the Police with view to your arrest”.  A postscript adds “…the ICO have advised me to make contact with your DATA CONTROLLER to agree the removal of the identified 1,000 pages of copycat fraud chronologies from Local Authority A API and link to CAPITA.  I can confirm I have warned CAPITA of the prospect of an immediate proxy law suite in connection to the said”.  [847].

25.11.12: e-mail to the Directors of the [entertainment centre in a named town]: “I hereby submit a final warning to the Board of Directors concerning your diverse link and misuse of your facilities and misleading the general public in a public partnership advertisement with Local Authority B in the free press related to child protection issues.  I shall now forward this e-mail to the Police and the Police and Crime Commissioners office” [850].  [Presentations about adoption had seemingly been put on at the entertainment centre concerned].

07.12.12: e-mail to [town named] Register Office: “I am ALERTING you to a Kerry Chafer social worker Local Authority A fraud application and illegal violation distribution of a copy of a birth certificate March 2012 in connection to [D] without prior knowledge and or written consent of [her parents and grandparents] and in gross-breach of legislation and court proceedings.  …I therefore ask you to refer [this] to your fraud divisions”.  [855].

04.01.13: e-mail “to whom it may concern”, copy to MV, complaining that D had been transported by a single driver child escort: “…Kerry Chafer and of (1) [being the driver] are well contested as gross-corrupt and accused of stealing [D] from the loving care of [the mother and the father]”.  Kerry Chafer “…viewed as running forms of paedophilia activities-money laundering and trafficking of children in Local Authority A and other named counties …MV is again told to resign as he is a dysfunction chief executive running a dysfunctional child protection system in [Local Authority A’s area].”  [873].

11.02.13: “to whom it may concern”, with copy to MV, annexing internet download about “dwarfism” and referring to Kerry Chafer, social worker.  “…It is viewed that (2) [being Kerry Chafer] is adverse personal genetic linked to (1) [dwarfism].  It is also prior declared that (2) [being Kerry Chafer] is personal adverse linked to gross-obesity.  (2) [being Kerry Chafer] is prior outlined involved in leading court corruption and perjuring court orders-gross-copycat-fraud chronologies-fraud referrals-child trafficking and money laundering-physical-psychological and covering up sexual abuse.  [She] is currently and directly involved in trying to fraud save the local authority £3million per child x 25 and or x 175 in foster care fees over a period of 10 years [which] is a gross-breach of the EU Government and shall be intervened forthwith.  The Police and Crime Commission are aware of [these matters] and viewed infiltrating”.  The email told Kerry Chafer to release D back home and in a postscript demanded to see her (D) once a week.  [889 and 890].

01.03.13: e-mail to the Children's Guardian’s solicitors asking them to view and consider 17 press cuttings, including: ‘MPs computers used for 2,500 porn site visits’; ‘Police lose 138 paedos’; ‘whistleblower nurse: I am still fighting to do the job I love’; ‘NHS failings cause 1,600 child deaths every year’; ‘Gove’s reign has caused culture of bullying’ [within the civil service]; ‘inspectors say homes are failing damaged children’; ‘web abuse 84% child trafficking rise’; ‘Commons to get in-house mental health clinic for MPs suffering from depression’; ‘hospitals stripped of cash bribes for death pathway’; ‘NHS heart care failures cost 10,000 lives a year’; ‘Police to investigate claims MPs were in child abuse ring’; ‘1 in 5 struggle to have a baby’; ‘NHS Chief must quite over secrecy that costs lives, urges MP’; and ‘child sex ring had links all way to No 10’.  [897 to 914].

05.03.13: K Solicitors wrote to the father to say that they were shortly closing down and had returned his papers to his previous solicitors for safe keeping.  The signature of the author is just a squiggle.  [919].
In response:
07.03.13: the father replied that K’s letter was “…an unsigned illegal draft containing inaccurate illegal content”.  He required his papers to be handed to him and not to be sent to any ‘third party law practice’: “…it is believed that you are closing to hide fabricated child cases for local councils. (1) of the said [being K’s letter to the father dated 5.3.13] shall now be reported out as a matter of public concern.  I shall now report you to the Police-and Crimes Commission without delay.  …I am also concerned that you have prior conspired to participate in: child abductions-illegal child referrals-child fraud assessments-child trafficking and money laundering.  You shall now be listed with concerns at the International Criminal Court in The Hague”.  [918].

20.03.13: “to whom it may concern”, with copy to MV, referring to a letter from Kerry Chafer [on which her signature was a squiggle] calling it an “…unsigned-unlawful-undemocratic draft by a gross obese-dwarf ”.  References to Kerry Chafer being accused: “…of copycat fraud chronologies-fraud child referrals-fraud child assessments-child abduction-perjury-physical-psychological forms of paedophilia and rape-child trafficking and money laundering” and that Local Authority A “…shall be well advised to leave their proxy-dysfunctional employees forthwith”.  [930] 

23.05.13: complaint to [the] Police about various identified employees of Local Authority A, copied to the Police and Crime Commissioner, complaining about the Police having failed to investigate and make arrests: complaining about staff at the County Council and asserting “…Prior multiple copycat fraud chronologies, perjuring court orders from 2007 onwards, fraud child referrals, fraud child assessments, stealing child birth certificates, stealing child government birth Qs, child trafficking, money laundering [and] covering up care home physical-psychological and sexual abuse”.  Complaining that Local Authority A were “…illegal running their service with a unbalanced 50 female and 2 male social workers in breach of the employment act and science based findings”.  Expressing the father’s view that council premises at “…[address stated] will be closed down as a dysfunctional building direct linked to corruption of a UK holocaust scale which shall be case file listed at the International Criminal Court in the Hague”.  [953].

19.08.13: to MV, referring to Kerry Chafer: “…I can again say that I am alarmed at her gross-obesity again declaring her prior and currently and for the foreseeable future unfit to work in child protection again declaring your case against my children-family members: political-abusive-obscene and unlawful”.  Asking for contact to be dramatically increased and for C and D to be returned home.  He annexed a Daily Mirror article headlined “Children of obese mums likely to die younger”.  [978/979].
[Kerry Chafer had ceased to be the allocated social worker 5 months previously in March 2013].

22.09.13: to the Freedom of Information Manager Local Authority A, noting that the father had made a Trading Standards product complaint to (sic) Tesco, which the Trading Standards Authority had failed to investigate.  [This seemingly referred to Tesco selling a free press newspaper containing items promoting adoption and fostering] [1019].  

02.12.13: the father received by post notice of a parenting education meeting which had been fixed for 06.11.13 (ie the meeting had already happened).  On 03.12.13: he sent an e-mail to the Freedom of Information Manager Local Authority A, copied to the Royal Mail [town stated] (requesting a response ‘by urgency’) as follows: 
“Please view and consider the following. 
1.	Page 2: illegal unsigned - undated draft received via (2) on 02.12.13.
	Page 3: undated Royal Mail envelope.

(1) is unsigned and illegal withheld from the underwriter exceeding receipt date.
The contents of (1) are viewed as prior and current links completely fraudulent.
(2) is the undated Royal Mail envelope used to illegal deliver (1) linked to (3) (4).
It is viewed that Royal Mail are sending out thousands of such letters every day.
I remind that Local Authority A and Royal Mail are prior served court notice linked to (1) (2).  
I remind Royal Mail that undated and unsealed envelopes of this description are illegal and cannot rely on the sender letters-drafts being legal signed and dated.
(8) is the case at (1) (2) which shall now be brought before the courts at (7)”.  
The father continued that: “…based on the facts provided in this letter I am going to sue all proxy-third-parties for civil-tribunal and criminal damages.”  [1026].

14.12.13: e-mail to all the councillors on Local Authority A complaining that the male/female balance on the Council was unequal: 32 male and 11 females.  Therefore “…any serious decisions made by (1) [being the Councillors] are viewed as also within the bounds of vulnerability-insecure-unstable and a instability risk managed position.”  Continuing that “…  The view is also that the said is undemocratic and therefore unconstitutional” and that if this was found to be linked to “…internal affairs and gross-corruption and consciously taking such risks councillors may be imprisonment (sic) for up to 7 years.”  And: “…  Such a case also case file listed at the International Criminal Court would strengthen the issue of the said and in this case is case file listed.  This matter is also to be referred to the Electoral Commission and others”.  [1042].


(ii) F’s Supplemental Bundle 2: from 22.10.14 to 14.02.15:

22.10.14: e-mail to CAFCASS complaining that Anthony Douglas, Director of CAFCASS, was in a conflict of interests as being also a Director of the British Association of Adoption and Fostering and stating that he (Mr Douglas) “…remains a serious criminal default to the fostering and adoption system”.  The father also asserted that a person [who turned out in evidence to be the Children's Guardian’s solicitor] “…is also obese and dysfunctional and has a gross-obese and autistic daughter”.  [1451].

24.10.14: e-mail to the Secretariat of the European Parliament: “11. Tesco PLC found links to adoptions-child trafficking and money laundering remain listed at (3) …” [3 being the Royal Courts of Justice regarding the appeal over D].  
[This emerged in evidence to be in relation to Tesco selling a hifi system with a label or leaflet promoting adoption.  [1452].

02.12.14: “Notification: United Kingdom: to the Courts-barristers and or lawyers in [these proceedings relating to C and D]: you are with immediate effect to: Refrain from repetitive drafting of diverse fictional opinion to the courts for sealed approval; Therefore also defaulting all sealed case orders from: 2006 onwards.  Based on: Factual evidence seconded views of serious breach of child rights-human rights-rights to a family life-forced adoptions-genocide heard at; THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT THE PETITIONS COMMISSION case [number stated] …Unanimously voted to keep the case global and open and Refer serious adverse findings within child protection and Injustice to Two Independent European Commissions the COURT OF HUMAN RIGHT and the British Government.  It is now viewed that the British Government are warned not to harm petitioners and or their children and or family members and may have no jurisdiction control to the said case also archive secure listed at the INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT IN THE HAGUE.”  [1479].

02.12.14: e-mail to [town stated] Court stating: “Page 2 [not attached]: Shows your court involvement in serious child protection corruption.”  Paragraph 5 states: “Three adverse international chain links to the said [being case [number stated] at the European Parliament] are referred to the FBI and UN including phantom Carter Brown [psychologists involved in making a report or reports in this case] owned by Core Assets linked to Key Assets-Rupert and James Murdock [sic] directors of THE TIMES NEWS AND NEWS CORP…”.  [1480].

21.12.14: e-mail (seemingly) to Professor Ann Mortimer [Consultant Psychiatrist] to say that her paper-based assessment [as directed by the court] was “…nil and void” and her participating in the father’s family affairs a “…STITCH UP SCENARIO orchestrated by a HR of Local Authority B”.  And: “…The Police shall be notified of your link today and given your contact address details with view to HR making a fraudulent health claim against me to a sealed [named town] Court notice rendering his imminent arrest”.  [1502].  
[This refers to a complaint by the father about HR, Assistant Director Legal and Democratic Services of Local Authority B, having used the word “schizophrenia” in respect of the father on a Form C110a application to the Family Court dated 24.09.14]  [1482 and 1484].

26.12.14: email to NAVIGO “…It has come to my attention that you are a forms of commission agency for Professor Mortimer.”  The father complaining about Professor Mortimer and HR: referring to European Parliament petition [number stated]; the International Criminal Court in the Hague; the Court of Human Rights; the Court of Justice of the European Union; and the Home Office Child Abuse Enquiry; and concluding that: “…  Failing to give a satisfactory e-mail response may result in served court notice to NAVIGO”.  [1503].

23.12.14: email to the NHS complaining about Professor Mortimer and requesting urgent details of her NHS area manager: “…  She is also working illegal in areas where she has the statutory duty to be registered to a institute of expert witnesses”.  [1504].

16.11.14: email to [a named] University concerning a ‘named professor of psychiatry’ [seemingly Professor Mortimer] requesting confirmation of “…any forms of management connection to [named] City Council-[named] Council or any employee of the NHS to be case served.  If the answer is (yes) then you are placed in a very serious conflict of interest situation and must instruct the above to withdraw from a listed High Court Case”.  [1505].

26.12.14: email to the Leadership Foundation for Higher Education complaining about Professor Mortimer, accusing her of a conflict of interests, and of “…being in cahoots with a HR Local Authority B employee” and of “…deceiving professionals and members of the general public in failing to list her web of diverse activities in family courts”.  He refers to his petition [number stated] in the European Parliament and to something being “…listed at the International Criminal Court in The Hague-Court of Human Rights-Court of Justice of the European Union-Home Office Child Abuse Inquiry-Peoples Inquiry-FBI.  I await your urgent response”.  [1506].

07.01.15: email to Lynn Featherstone, Minister of State for Crime Prevention, giving her an “Alert brief” as follows: “Family Court professional assessors are caught out defaulting there (sic) prudential’s [credentials?] on the web and in doing so are also linked to forced assessments-stealing children-forced fostering- serious injury to children in a dysfunctional care system and forced adoptions with four found international links found and reported to the CPS- FBI- ICC”.  [1507].

09.01.14: (seemingly an error for 2015, from the surrounding documents): “to whom it may concern”: 
“please view and consider the following:
1.	page 2: PRISONERS IN CAGES can be found at (2) NOTA web link. [The ‘page 2’ is a photograph off the internet of a court room setting, or similar, with two men seated in two cages.]
2.	(1) is web linked to HS [named] University and None Executive Director of [named] Children’s Services Trust.
3.	(2) of (1) is also a illegal CONFLICT OF INTEREST trustee to DFT ADOPTIONS.
4.	It is also proven and reported that [named] Children’s Service Trust is sending out unsolicited MALICIOUS and fraudulent copycat chronology material from Local Authority B.”  [1509].

07.01.15 to 09.01.15: Several emails to [named] University concerning HS to do with his “…distributing unsolicited maliscious [sic] material linked to attempted forced adoption-child abuse/trafficking and money laundering via [Local Authority B]”.  [Not fully intelligible without the attachments, which are missing].  The father requests a list of all the University’s executive directors and trustees [1518].

08.01.15: to DFW: “Please e-mail me the names of all DFW directors and or trustees-business and or Charity status reg.  HS-None Executive director of DCST and trustee to DFW is a illegal conflict of interest (ISW).  The said is reported to the Charity Commission and [named] University.  The said is also reported diverse web linked to NOVA-images of Caged Humans and Ringo Starr-others.  You are link listed at the European Parliament Petitions Commission Case no [number stated] …  This case is also active and link listed with the UK Police-CPS-FBI-ICC-others” [1521].

09.01.15: email to ESRC: “Dear Sir, I am contesting ESRC grants to; HS of [named] University.  His web links to prisoners in cages and Ringo Starr are to be submitted to court proceedings and his links as None Executive Director on [Local Authority B’s] Children’s Service Trust and in conflict of interest Trustee to DFT Adoptions has now brought him into serious international contention …I therefore suggest that ESCR (sic) withdraw all outstanding funding from HS and or face referral.”  [1520].

09.01.15: email to the NSPCC: “It has come to my attention that you have given substantial grants to HS of [named] University ….  You remain in a conflict of interest position at the European Parliament Petitions Commission Case no [number stated] …  You are advised that such grants from 2001 to 2011 onwards gained negative results and must be legal withdrawn.  You are automatic served court notice”.  [1525].

At page 1256: is a photograph of Ringo Starr with the Beatles’ song title “I get by with a little help from my friends”.  Following that, there is a cartoon or mock-up of a number of skeleton heads with, as part of the cartoon, “clients from hell: what are they like?”   [It is unclear which communication(s) these were attached to.]

Undated, but 2014 or later: to News Corporation [regarding an adoption campaign run in the Times]: “…The view is that any such campaign for a government by a press body is conflict of interest for lobbying powers and financial gains and favours.  I can confirm serious life injury to thousands of children involved in a UK forced adoptions SCAM.  I can also confirm case link listings at the International Criminal Court.  I await your urgent email response.”  [1538].

18.01.15: to the Social Care Institute for Excellence, headed ‘FORCED ADOPTIONS’: “You are prior reported sending out malicious material via [Local Authority B] and it is also reported that you are linked to prisoners in cages via [named] University and withholding children from their birth parents for political purpose-(serving your trustees)”.  [1546].

22.01.15: to Zurich Insurance PLC: “TS claims to be your ex-employee.  She is linked to Local Authority B’s Children’s Service Trust-high street window displays of child actors in pretence as happy fostered and or adopted children-prisoners in cages and PADDINGTON BEAR and the said; Please also email confirm any links to ACTION FOR CHILDREN whom are press reported to be in cahoots with the government in return for substantial grant aid viewed money laundering…”.  There is mention of European Parliament petition [number stated] and of “…witness statements of child snatching-injury to children in care-forced fostering direct links to forced adoption birth parent suicides and forms of genocide.  Please also email me a web link to your International Directors or Trustees for the purpose of serving you with Court Notice listed Interpol- FBI and ICC.”  
[The reference to Action for Children is or appears to be that they are referred to in a newspaper item dated 10.01.15 under the heading ‘Charities are secretly hooked on State funding’].  [1551].

19.01.15: email to the Care Quality Commission referring to their failure “…to protect a young person in care being seriously abused by [Local Authority B] in cahoots with [Local Authority A]” and notifying them (the Care Quality Commission) that “…you are now found linked to a Private NHS STITCH-UP involving your labour union members” [annexing a newspaper article dated 19.01.15 with the headline “Labour and the NHS stitch-up.”].  [1554].

26.01.15: to the Directors of Amazon concerning a NY (who has written a book about a well known politician, as reported in the Mail on Sunday dated 18.01.15).  Reference to NY as “…a dysfunctional Mayor of [town stated]” who “…lied to press and media about legal registration of social workers”.  Continuing that: “…It is NOT fitting for (6)(3) [being NY] to prior directly relationship assist a member of any political party as outlined at (1) [being the Daily Mail press cutting] or later profit in terms of money laundering…  …You are the distributors and or agency sellers and are requested to take action against the author as he has breached any forms of precontract.  I request the name-contact details of the publishing house and printers to (1).  This case is active and linked listed at the HOME OFFICE CHILD ABUSE ENQUIRY.  HER MAJESTY shall be informed of my decision which is final to serve notice to assure the rights of children and families abused by (3) [being NY] and [Local Authority B].  I await your reply of communication by urgency within seven working days”.  [1560].

29.01.15: to NELCCG “I am asking you to place the briefing contents of page 2/3/4/5/6/7/8 before your board with view to taking urgent action against Professor Mortimer …”. Assertion that she is “…directly linked to [named] University served to the case with agency NAVIGO.  Mortimer is recorded to have adverse web linked (sic) to forced assessments in 2007.  The evidence is therefore conclusive”.  [No attachments are in the bundle].  The father continues: “…pages 7/8 highlights shows (sic) corruption link backdated to 2002.  Page 9 highlights dangerous links to [Local Authority B’s] Children’s Service Trust via their trustees and [named] University [and] page 6/7/8/9 are now entwined in a political controversy with Unite-Trade Unions”.  [1562].

16.02.15: to Ofsted: “…Served court notice is issued to ZA ex Chair Ofsted for serious literale (sic) and photographic sexual inapropriations (sic) and prior dysfunctional failings to chair Ofsted from 2006 to 2010 linked to the European Parliament Petitions Commission case number [number stated] resulting in serious child protection concern referrals”.  [1580].

14.02.15: to [a named] Community Academy: “You are to be served court notice advising you to remove ZA Governing [named] Chair in connection to forms of literate and photographic sexual abuse-ex position with Ofsted linked to serious child abuse and exploitation-child trafficking and money laundering-forced fostering direct links to forced adoption-birth parental suicides and genicide (sic) listed at the PCC – CPS – IPCC and European Parliament”.  [1581].

14.02.15: to [a named] City Council under reference “B & HCC Ref PACA/ZA/1”: “The above [reference] is in connection to ZA and notification of a intention to served (sic) court notice to all concerned related to child abuse and child exploitation – serious systematic abuse and injury to children in the care system throughout the United” [ ‘Kingdom’].  [1583].

14.02.15: to the [name] Foundation: “I have notified all parties of a intention to serve court notice linked to ZA in connection to Ofsted-child snatching-serious injury to children trapped in dysfunctional care system-forced fostering direct links to forced adoptions-birth parental suicides-genicide (sic) listed to the Home Office Child Exploitation Inquiry-PCC-CPS-EU Parliament Petitions Commission case no. [number stated] and the International Criminal Court in the Hague.  HER MAJESTY shall be notified of the above in connection to prior correspondence.”  [1583].


(iii) F’s Supplemental Bundle 3: from 29.12.13 to 01.10.14:

29.12.13: Facebook entry regarding “…evidence of child abuse links to the Football Association” [1058] with 17 attachments, in amongst which is a photograph of D uploaded 25.12.13 (“please help me and my sister C” [1060]); with a reference to D being”…in need of urgent support in her fight for freedom”; and a reference to both girls having been “stolen by the State”.  [1061].

24.01.14: e-mail to the Freedom of Information Manager Local Authority A following the father’s having seen a social worker working with a child and the child’s mother (in a different case) in McDonalds: “…Are all concerned aware that [Local Authority A] social workers infiltrated McDonalds in [town] to assess children and families resulting in stealing children in to care forcing McDonalds to show respect and leave the town centre”.  The e-mail seemingly also refers to a film [the attachment is not in the bundle] to do with fostering, as to which the father seeks confirmation that the two children in the film are child actors and that the two foster carers are “…not classified as obese”.  [1077].

04.02.14: e-mail to Just Giving: “[The Mayor of town stated] is to be served court notice in connection to a nude calendar and his mayoral legal public responsibilities – please e-mail me any details you have related to the publishers and distributors of the calendar and your responsibilities and relationship to the said”.  [1103].  
[This relates to a Mayor having posed naked for a charity calendar reported in the press as “Council anger over naked town Mayor” [1097]].

19.03.14: “to whom it may concern”: e-mail attaching newspaper article ‘Psycho is played to kids aged 9’ and referring to C [from working out the father’s cross reference numbers] complaining that she was “…psychologic-abuse-subjected” to the following films whilst in care: The Pirates of the Caribbean; The Mummy; and Harry Potter.  Complaining about C being “…subjected to gross-psychological art therapy abuse at the H School SEN unit in [area], without parental consent”.  Stating that C “…refuses to be conditioned by abusive therapies and wants to be returned to her loving parents and sibling sister.”  [1146].

06.04.14: to South Wales Police, copied to [other] Police, complaining about a LD and LC of Cardiff [who seem to have owned or run some kind of agency for medics] being “…viewed as illegal agency running a website from 1997 involving up to 1,000 none-medical professionals viewed at a holocaust scale.  The view therefore is for police intervention and enforcement seizure removal of all IT related hard and software equipment and cautions leading to prosecutions.”  [1190].  
[From the context, this is to do with Dr Mumford, consultant psychiatrist, who the father says was ‘struck off the expert witness register’ and had allegedly contravened some logo].

09.04.14: “to whom it may concern”: e-mail attaching an on-line newspaper article [1196] asserting that Michael Gove had said that ‘people come to London for sex’: “…I also remind that (2) [being Michael Gove] cabinet member position of Secretary of State for Education of children aged between 3 and 16 was never viable and he is therefore not fit for purpose also based on new revelations at (1) [being the attached on-line newspaper article] and must step down or be removed”.  [1195].

09.04.14: e-mail to Ofsted: “…You are now also advised and warned to enter the premises of [Local Authority A] at [two addresses stated] by enforcement and caution the arrest of named social workers consciously authoring their own gross-adverse medical diagnostics against healthy children and their birth parents at (2)”. 
[The ‘(2)’ is a reference to the father’s then-pending appeal at the Royal Courts of Justice against HH Judge R’s Care and Placement orders regarding D dated 13.12.12].  [1197].

22.04.14: The British Humanist Association thanked the father for contacting them and recorded his submission to them as having been as follows: “Ref: FR/1: Forensic-research / LINK: international stock Qs-evangelisiam-weleyism-action for children-international corporates-my government # 15,000kidsandcounting-Yours sincerely – [the father’s name] [e-mail address stated] NATIONAL APOLOGY for forced adoptions.” [1210].

Approx 18.04.14: e-mail to Channel 4 re a programme on adoption ‘# 15,000kidsandcounting’ which they had put out: “…Please confirm that you are responsible for the said illegal broadcast programme on channel 4-4+-others-i am satisfied that your directors and or trustees associated to the said are in breach of Deformation (sic)-inciting and Sensationalising adoptions.  Please e-mail this message back to me with details of any involvement of child-actors inacting the parts on behalf of Salford Council and your serves (sic).  I also require your corporate address for the served notice linked to ITV and Sky News-others tracked over the passed year”.  [1222].

20.04.14: e-mail to the Electoral Commission: “Ref: EC/S/C/UU/G/1/Dear Sir\Madam, I am concerned about [name] City Councillors substantial declaration links to Unite Union and positions as school governors linked to fostering and forced adoptions.  I am also concerned about the above direct link to: # 15,000kidsandcounting-channel 4 corporation-ITV-coronation street-sky news-michael gove and the government.  This is a challenge declaration that [name] Council is a undemocratic and unconstitutional elected council-councillors must agree to lowering their overall % membership to Unite Union and or its linked unions-withdraw all school governing body participation …”.  [1220]  
[This was to do with a series on the adoption process broadcast by Channel 4 [1222] apparently featuring the particular council about which the father was complaining].

28.04.14: e-mail to Marvel Signs attaching a photograph of signs on a local roundabout showing that the roundabout was sponsored by a local firm of solicitors, and showing other signs put up by [Local Authority A] to encourage interest in fostering and adoption.  The father’s stated allegation is: “…Adoption signs illegal and by conflict of interest and in prior and ongoing breach of planning permission installed at [name] Roundabout [name] Road [name]”.  The next paragraph starts: “7. (4) [being Marvel Signs] is also identified by [Local Authority A] and direct linked to; named social workers authoring their own adverse medical diagnostics against healthy children and birth parents to steal children in to care for adoption targets”.  He referred to a claim for “substantial compensation” (failing a satisfactory response) and said that he would be considering contacting the Police and CPS: “…I also confirm that this case is active and also link listed at INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT IN THE HAGUE”.  Further “…I can also confirm that the signs in question were not paid for by (7) [being Local Authority A] and original paid for in a illegal and conspiring child trafficking and money laundering way by a named law practitioner and or via their agency with matching signs at page 3.”  [1231 to 1233].

05.05.14: e-mail to [Local Authority A] complaining about social worker Stacey Walker, telling her to keep away from D and to return her (D) promptly home: “…10.  It is noted to HER MAJESTY and others that you failed to pass our Easter Gifts to the child D in accord with our planning action to enforce her return home”.  [1235].

06.05.14: email to the Archbishop of Canterbury noting that “a named social worker” would “…not take easter gifts to the child D and that we are to collect them”.  The e-mail continued “…the above is linked to blackmail letters and forced adoptions.  …   # 15,000kidsandcounting is based on fiction and the police are requested to intervene against [named] Council and Channel 4 Corporation”.  [1237].

31.05.14: e-mail to all Directors of MODE/Marketing 101 Ltd with “brief proxy-direct allegations” as follows: “you are financial-reward linked to (Being Family)-(.co.uk) [which] is found to be copy right owned by [Local Authority B] Council Corporate Directors [who] are listed at (1) with allegations of all categories abuse against a named child [and who] …have entered other illegal county boundaries to steal children for adoptions …9. you shall be holocaust case listed at the International Criminal Court in The Hague.  Directions shall be made to dismantle your services and connections to (4)-(5) [being Being Family.co.uk and Local Authority B Corporate Directors].  I shall also be taking out legal action against you for substantial compensation to my children – family and International portfolio business”.  [1257].

07.06.14: e-mail to two librarians at the public Library in [a local town]: “…you were directly confronted about illegal large ABUSE fostering and adoption posters attached to your wall and entrance windows and advised to remove them on advanced grounds of evidence against [Local Authority A]-direct linked to beingfamily.co.uk and a hidden link to the civic centre and [Local Authority B].  5. You were then given several days to comply and (4) illegal [being the posters] remained in place and you again refused to comply with my legal demand and told me to go to the Police.”  [Reference is made to the matter having been reported to the Police in a large city and in London] “7. I also refer you to page 3 and 4.  [unclear of what] And the ABUSE you have caused to my children-family and international portfolio business …9. (7) makes claims that National Fostering Fortnight is above my challenge and that is clearly NOT the case in this notice and is being challenged right now as having 10. NO legislation claim which would not be allowed in this case finding.  11. You are therefore also accused of the said proxy-direct link to forced adoptions …and the additional secretive damage caused to children in [the area of Local Authority A] also prior linked to the royal mail illegal dispatch of 60,000 copies of [Local Authority A] News Direct and ABUSE link to the said and [town] Telegraph up to 25,000 copies of linked abuse all served to the case.  12. You are also challenged to the Press Complaints Commission and others.  13. You shall NOT be allowed to illegal ABUSE advertise the links as outlined”.  [1264].

The next page [1265] is a photograph of the public library window concerned having in it a poster saying “Being a foster carer is amazing.  Become a foster carer”.  Added by the father beside the photograph is a ‘public alert’ that: “This poster is directly linked to fraud-child trafficking-money laundering-forced adoptions and ABUSE use of child actors AGAINST up to 75,000 children trapped in the care system and up to 180,000 birth parents”.  [1265].

24.06.14: to BW, Assistant Director Democratic and Legal Services of [Local Authority A] (who had signed a Notice of Application on behalf of the Council dated 06.12.12 for a placement order regarding D) making various complaints against the Council in respect of C and D and concluding: “20. I am therefore asking (3)  [being case no B4/2013/0086-RCJ] to refer you to the Courts Criminal division and the police investigation leading to a warrant for your arrest and imprisonment”.  [1291].

03.09.14: The Health and Care Professions Council wrote to the father regarding his complaint to them about Social worker Stacy Walker, stating that he had not (as they had requested him to do) provided any further information to support his initial concerns.  The letter asks for dates and details of his concerns so that they could investigate them and it gives a telephone number on which the case manager could be contacted.  
In response:
06.09.14: the father “completely rejected” that letter as “…a cover-up by the Health and Care Professional Council” and stating that “…child C is now declared clinical abuse injured linked to (1) [being the HCPC’s letter of 03.09.14] because of you [and that] child D is still illegal unapproved missing with (1) also because of you”.  The father attached press reports about child abuse (eg “Brazen beasts picked up girls at care homes”) and continued “…8. I hold you directly responsible to (7) [being the press reports] and the said. 9 My view is that you MUST be closed up and all your files removed by the Police”.  The e-mail referred to various investigations, including a ‘clinical abuse criminal offence investigation’, and concluded: “…17. The above WARENTS (sic) the arrest of your directors”.  [1355].

07.09.14: to the Police requesting consideration of the arrest of the art therapist who had worked with C at [the H Unit] and its Directors and operatives, “… on the grounds of fraud and embezzlement with up to £300,000 from the public purse”.  There is reference to the abduction of C, reference to an unregistered social worker and to an unsealed (which is true) recovery order regarding C dated 22.5.08.  The father asserts: “9. The above has caused receivership of [Local Authority B] to a private trust. 10. Connected to the [town] child abuse enquiry via (1) [which is a missing document] and 11. Linked to the Local Authority B child abuse investigation and the 12. National CHILD ABUSE INQUIRY”.  [1361].

27.09.14: e-mail to the Chief Executive of Tesco attaching 16 pages [not in the bundle] which are described as “brief samples of allegations of corruption at Tesco PLC”.  The ‘brief allegations’ are: “…proxy child trafficking and money laundering-gross-adverse misleading members of the general public about adoptions”.  There are references to this being ‘linked to’ the two children C and D.  Then: “…Tesco are again requested to pay substantial belated compensation to my children-family and loss of international portfolio business or face the legal right to address late payers and interest and or liquidation and or imprisonment”.  [1395].  [Seemingly a reference to Tesco running some campaign to promote fostering and adoption].

28.09.14: e-mail to the company secretary of Sports Direct International PLC: 
“Dear Sir, Please view and consider the following:
	1.	Page 1 [not attached].
	2.	Page 3 [not attached].
	3.	Please place (1) and (2) in front of your Directors
	4.	If (3) have a binding agreement to buy or have bought shares at (1) and or do not publicly confirm withdraw from (1) and (2) to me in writing by urgency (sic);
	5.	Proxy court notice shall also be served to (3) later this week.
	6.	If you wish to make a out of court settlement and stay with (1) let me know prior to and or after (5) which shall be publicly declared via press and media.  I await your reply of communication in the near future”.  There is a PS: “NB breach of communities (human right) pledge.”  [1394].  
[One or other of “page 2” or “page 3” appears to have been a public announcement dated 25.09.14 [1396] whereby Sports Direct PLC announced that it had entered into a ‘put option’ agreement relating to Tesco PLC shares].

01.10.14: “to whom it may concern”: 22 pages of press cuttings about child abuse and the Police and Crime Commissioners, with particular reference to the [a particular] sex abuse scandal.  [1403].
										[Cont’d]

PART 2: NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF THE STATED RECIPIENTS OF COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE FATHER:

[Name] University. 

The Electoral Commission. 

Ruth Kelly, Secretary Of State For Education.

The Department For Education And Skills.

[Name] County Council.

HH Judge L at [name] County Court.

The British Psychological Society.

The Local Government Ombudsman.

The Parliamentary Ombudsman.

The General Medical Council.

The International Criminal Court, The Hague.

All the Directors of Debretts.

The Directors Of [an entertainment centre, town named].

The [town] Register Office.

The [town] Telegraph.

The [NHS area] Group Medical Practice, [town].

[Named] Police.

The DPP.

All Councillors on Local Authority A’s Council.

CAFCASS. 

[Named] Consulting Rooms Ltd., [town].

Navigo.

[Named] University. 

The Leadership Foundation For Higher Education.

[Named] University.

The Charity Commission.

The RSPCA.

The NSPCC.

All Executive Directors and or Trustees of News Corporation, New York.

The President of The Family Division. 

The Social Care Institute For Excellence.

Zurich Insurance PLC.

The Care Quality Commission.

Amazon UK Ltd.

[A named] Community Academy. 

[Named] City Council.

Grosvenor House Publishing.

Ofsted.

The Legal Aid Agency.

The Department of Health.

‘Just Giving’.

The Equality Advisory Support Service.

The Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman.

The Criminal Cases Review Commission.

The Expert Witness Institute.

The British Humanist Association.

All Councillors of [name] City Council.

The Archbishop of Canterbury. 

[Named] College and University Centre.

[Name] Borough Council.

All Directors of BJL Group Ltd.

Webfusion Ltd.

The Labour Party.

[Named] Police.

Eric Pickles MP, Secretary of State for the Communities.

The Solicitors Regulation Authority. 

Tesco PLC.

Sports Direct International PLC.

The National College for Teaching and Leadership.
									[Cont’d]


PART 3: SOME OF THE NEWSPAPER ARTICLES SENT BY THE FATHER TO RECIPIENTS:
[I have not re-arranged these into chronological order.  Some items have been removed in anonymisation because, without giving names (which might lead to identification of the family) the entries become meaningless].

02.01.15: ‘Born junkies, three babies hooked on heroin or crack are delivered every day’ [870].

14.08.13: ‘Children of obese mums likely to die younger’.

20.10.14: ‘Social work graduates not fit for purpose’.

29.12.14: Government favoured Murdoch companies, said Ofcom Chief’.

19.12.14: ‘Obesity can be classed as a disability, says EU Court’.

06.01.15:’Company hinders Police battle against cyber criminals’.

15.12.14: ‘Family judge tries to ease adoption crisis’.

19.01.15: ‘Labour and the NHS stitch-up’.

10.01.15: ‘Big Charities are secretly hooked on State funding’.

13.02.15: ‘She’s too sexy for school’ [referring to ex Ofsted Chairman ZA and her alleged statements about sexual matters].

16.01.14: ‘Why I’ve left the Lib Dems after dispute over Mayoral election’.

25.01.14: ‘Private fostering may cause a new Climbié.’

23.01.14: ‘Couple’s adoption journey pays off’.

Around February 2014: ‘Council anger over naked Town Mayor’ [a charity calendar].

18.03.14: ‘Psycho is played to kids aged 9: pupil terrified by eerie music’.

16.03.14: ‘Tipsy [a high-profile politician] launches an Exocet against [another high-profile figure] as £100 a bottle wine flows’.

10.11.13: ‘Legal aid lawyer, secret court and social workers ‘colluded’ to adopt boys’.  [report of statement in Parliament by John Hemming MP].

13.04.12: ‘Children stolen by the State: 90,000 youngsters now in care many of them torn from loving families on the evidence of dubious experts’ [article by Christopher Booker].

19.02.14: ‘Family Court Judges are in cahoots with Social workers’ [reference to Pauffley J’s decision about the ‘cutting and pasting’ of reasons by Family Proceedings Court]. [1180].

19.04.14: ‘Cameron’s attempts to ‘do God’ face test of faith by elections’.

05.03.14: ‘Labour reforms fail to convince voters’.

11.05.14: ‘Ministers ask Charles: can we take away your powers?’

18.06.14: ‘I never thought adoption would feel so good at 61’.

15.09.14: ‘Pickles threatens to scrap ‘biased’ Council news papers’.

21.09.14: ‘Labour to scrap Police overseers’.

29.12.14: ‘Government favoured Murdoch companies, says Ofcom Chief’.

06.01.15: ‘Complacency hinders Police battle against cyber criminals’.

Numerous newspaper items on child sexual abuse too many to itemise.  [1403 to 1428].


